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philip runnels

Well. This column has come a long way - from the eleventh page of a 10 page edition. We decided to try it on the fr~nt
page for awhile in order to give you somethmg to read while
you're wrapping your mullet heads .. (With al~ due respect _to
Mr. Charlie Robins and The Tampa Times : If 1t hurts your circulation, drop me a line and we·u see what we can work out).

The Other Hollywood
Now that the Academy Awards are over, I think it's time
to give notice to The Other Hollywood ... that gr~up of people
who go unlauded every year. They who put therr heart and
body into every cinematic venture - only to be slashed by the
sharp tongues of 99 per cent of the American public - Smutty
:Movies. Amusements and \Vashing Machine Agitators, Inc.
Every day, they pour out £licks that are keenly develope~ ~nd
edited (sometimes), and never receive an ounce of recog111t1on.
(Other than an "X".)
So here, under the Fair Play for Smut Act, are their personal nominations. The envelopes please:
BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR:
"The Hart Bar is a Lonely Hangout. "
"Apartment 2001"
"The Planet of the Laps"
"The Boots of the Fisherman "
"Roll Me, Oh!" and " Do It Yet?" (Dual award)
"Funny's Girl"
"Lying in Winter"
"Tom Crown's Affairs"
"Baby Rosemary"
"Oliver and Charly Meet The Fixer and Make Him a Star"
BEST MUSICAL SCORE:
"Bang Bang Chi°tty"
"The Wind Mill's Daughter Doesn't Mind''
BEST COSTUME DESIGN
Seymore Skin for "The Nudists Buys Shoes"
G. M. I. Brash for "Put It On and Take It Off."
BEST SET DESIGN:
Buildem Big for " The Lady Grows Up"
Taren Down for "I Remember Her When"
BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN DIRECTING:
Icon Handlem for "The 20,000 Slavas of Fire Island," and
its sequel .. . You Bringemon for "I Ruled Fire Island"
BEST SCREENPLAY (Based on material from another medi-

Honors Plan
To Be Offered
To Fall Frosh
By HILDA WUGH
Sta.fl Writer
A "unique" Honors Program for the College of Liberal Arts will be offered to a
limited number of USF freshmen this fall, according to
Paschal N. Strong, Jr., pro-

fessor of psychology and Honors Committee chairman.
The program has been "tentatively approved by the Administration" and needs only
formal approval before the 30
to 40 incoming freshmen are
selected for the program for

um).

"Jack and Jill Meet Winnie the Pooh"
"Growing Up In Samoa"
"The Watchtower"
BEST SCREENPLAY (Written directly for the screen)
"Human Sexual Response"
BEST ACHIEVE1"1ENTS IN SHORT SUBJECTS:
"The Subject Was Shorts" By Shorty Legs
"Shorts As Subjects" By Knee Caps
"The Girl in the Short Shorts Will Short You" by Maken
Cash
"Short Rachel, Short Rachel" By Stretch High
OTHER FILMS IN OTHER CATEGORIES:
"The Weird Couple" with Jack Orange

Maior Mercury Lives
Who is the mysterious iYiajor lVIercury that everyone
SHOULD be talking about on campus-to bring him out in the
open. If you spent your childhood in Orlando, you should remember. How about a giant campaign, or demonstration, to
bring this Dark Shadow into the sunlight and again fill our
hearts with joy and laughter as he used to do before "The
Renounciation.''
Huzzas are in order for Masson Williams' appearance on
"The Smothers Brothers" Sunday evening. The Easter Show
was finaUy run . .. but was seemingly edited in order to let
,Mr. Williams call the CBS Censors somebody with a "kindergarten arts and crafts morality. "

'Hamlet' Is A Coming
The University of Tampa Drama Department is producing
Shakespeare's (who else ?) "Hamlet" for an opening next
Wednesday evening at 8 :30 p.m. The show will also run April
24, 25 and 26. Student tickets are $1 for the Falk Theatre show
and reservations can be made by calling 253-3726.
Florida Southern College is putting up "Brigadoon" Friday
and Saturday evening. Student tickets are $1.75.
"Potpourri" features the Tropics this week on the Channel
16 show Tuesday at 7 :05.
The Iowa String Quartet will be appearing at Florida Presbyterian College Thursday at 8 p.m in Ben Hill Griffin Chapel.
Tickets available at door.

Partial TV Highlights
I finally realized I am not covering all TV Highlights .
who knows what's happening in Cornlee, Nebraska? So:
· "All About E ve," the Six Academy Award-Winning film
with Bette Davis, Anne Baxter and MM about a stage-struck
girl's rise to award-winning fame in motion pictures will be
aired Sunday at 2 p.m. on 8.

"THE CLOWN" with Red Skelton portraying an excomedian and his triumph on a TV show through the efforts of
his 11-year-old son who has maintained faith is the 9 p.m. feature Tuesday evening on 8.
An NBC White Paper, "The Ordeal of the American City"
entitled "Confrontation" will show how a white dominate American society in 1969 is meeting the "crisis of the spirit."
(Don't have the stations ... but check your local listings
for these specials) :
THE TONY AWARDS Sunday at 10 p.m. "Spoon River."
The Edgar Lee Masters starring Jason Robards Monday at 10
p.m.
"My Little Chickadee" plays sometime tonight on 10 with
W. C. Fields and Mae West.
On Channel 3 this week: "An Hour with Max Sennett" on
The Toy That Grew Up Thursday at 10 and repeated Saturday
at 7. "Next Time I 'll Sing To You ," the James Saunders play
which, while focusing on a hermit, probes the meaning of existance and the anatomy of isolation, will be produced by the
Threatre Group of UCLA Friday at 9.

"IF YOU DON'T Agree , :Mus t I Go Away." The questionnair, a young Canadian woman . cha llenges established mores
Seems the " Young Film Maker~" are catching the brunt of
ing acceptance of her "new morality. "
'Seems the "Young Film Makers" are catching the brutn of
"it" now. Guess that makes the ''Young painters'' happy.)
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The Iron Butterfly

Butterfly Set
For Spring
HARD ROCK .. . BLUES appear at this year's New. . . JAZZ ... SOUL . .. the port Pop Festival.
musical sounds of the sixties
The Butterfly's sound comwill be performed at USF's bines the iron heavy rhythm
annual Spring Spectacular.
of rock with the light sounds
The weekend begins with a of jazz melodies.
rock-concert on May 8. The
THE GROUP has released
concert will feature the three hit record albums;
heavy-rock sounds of The Iron Heavy, In-A-Gadda-Da-Vidda,
Butterfly, who found fame and Ball. All three albums
with the hit record, "In- are in the top fifty on BillA-Gadda-Da-Vida."
boards music chart and the
THEN ON May 9 the cam- last two are in the top 15.
pus will rock to the sounds of
The group also performed
Grammy Award winner 0. C. the music in the movie, The
Smith and Eddie Floyd. The Savage Seven.
weekend comes to a climax·
Tickets for the weekend go
on May 10 when Tampa's own on sale April 21 in the UC.
The Tropics will play at a The price for the entire weekdance on campus.
end is $4. Concert tickets
The Iron Butterfly have ap- prices are $2.50 for The Iron
peared at such rock'-halls as Butterfly and $1.50 for 0. C.
the Fillimore East and West, Smith and Eddie Floyd. TickSan Francisco's Av a l o n ets to the dance with The
.Ballroom and are slated to Tropics are $1.

the first year.
THE COLLEGE of Liberal
Arts has worked in conjunction with the College of Basic
Studies to make the program
a four-year-program and institute courses at three levels;
college, divisional, and departmental.
The Honors Committee believes that the program will
be a definite asset in recruiting the best Florida high
school graduates and eventually outstanding -graduates
from out of state.
Students for the program
will be selected by a multiple
weighting of three sources of
data ; Florida S t a t e w i d e
Twelfth Grade Test or Scholastic Aptitude Test, high
school gr ades or class standing, and a written recommendation rating the applicant
highly on any non-academic
grounds.
STUDENTS WHO rate highly will be interviewed before
the final selection of 30 to 40
students is made. Participation in the program will be on
a voluntary basis.
The incentives offered qualified freshmen will include
small sections in honors
courses. seminars covering
topics not included in standard course offerings, advance c o u r s e registration ,
each quarter, participation in
the administration of the progcam, a degree: · "with Honors" if academic standards
are maintained and remission
of tuition.
According to a committee
report on the honors Program, "Two college level
courses or seminars will be
required of each student, one
to be taken during the first
year and one during the
fourth year. The latter could
be considered as the CBS
seminar.
IT IS assumed that four faculty members, each representing a different division,
will attend each class so that
the students will get the advantage of the interaction between these individuals."
The first-year s em i n a r
would cover some topic ger mane to the student's subsequent college experiences and
the fourth-year course woul<;I
attempt to integrate or consolidate material and experience
gained during the student's
years at USF.
Faculty will be selected
from among those who volunteer to participate in the program. Three to four USF faculty members will teach in
the program during its first
year.

Galati Has Returned
Frank Galati, former USF professor of
speech, will be talking about and reading
poetry (from classics to contemporary
poems) in the Theatre, Friday at 3' p.m., as
part of the Poetry Festival. While Galati was

in rnsidence at USF lie directed numerous
productions includi11g . "l\l Company," "Ad•
ventures In the Skin Trade," 'Lysistrata"
aml "Orestes."

VERSE WAS CURSED

Be Fesf's Guest
(The following poem was
submitted for the Poet's
Workshop - but rejected for
reasons yet to be discovered).
The Poet Festival does
Thursday begin-With "Paradise Lost at 8 :30 p.m.-The
Theatre will be both-A Heaven and Hell.-By acting and
dancing-Milton 's tale Speech
will tell.
This Friday at 10- The
Poet's Workshop will start.Robert Wallace again will Lecture and Mark - He'll observe student poets - At their
A-1 best . . . - His critique of
their poems - :tv.\ay govern their
quest.
At 2 p.m. on the same afternoon- Wallace's poems - - In
the Theatre he'll croon. Frank
Galati will follo w this guestWith oral interp at its ultimate best.- His "da da da
da's"- Can make the Fest a
success.- Gather round to

watch this one jest.
Friday night at 8 :30- Richard Eberhart's the man.He 'll lecture a bit- Then his
poetry he'll scan.- His rendering is free- But the public
are many.- So make reservations- In time-a-plenty. (In the
Theatre Box Office).·
The English DepartmentWill keep him next week.- As
Poet-in-Residen ce- To their
classes he'll speak.Workshop activities- Will
Continue through Sat.- Choral
Readings and R e a d e r s
Theatre- Will add on to that.11.t Sat urday's luncheon- Recognition is given- To the interps and the poets- Who were

best- By a smidgen.- Seats at
the luncheon - Are yours for
reserve- Plus sixty-five- And
then you'll be served.After the luncheon- The assembly commences.- From
each category- (By general
consensus) . The public \\111
see- The best for free.- The
Festival closes- Saturday at
eight- With " Paradise Lost"•
Again in the "TAT."·
fha t' s th_e Fest In verse at
its best.
So if your quest
15 poetry's best See the Fest
As a Speech guest.
-Maxine Kamin and
Phil Runnels

Survey Exam
Set for May
The Survey of . College
Achievement Examination,
required of graduating seniors in Liberal Arts and
Basic Studies, is scheduled
for May 28 at 6 :30 p.m.
and May.29 at 2 p.m. in the
Physics Auditorium, PHY
141.
All students expecting to
graduate this q u a r t e r
should register for the examination with the Office
of Evaluation Services by
May 12.

SDS Klonsky Raps Social Structure
By JOHN THOMSON
And IDLDA LOUGH
Slaff Writers

discovered Europe? Wasn't it
nice of those Indians to sit all
this time and wait for him?"

Michael Klonsky, National
Secretary of the Students for
a Democratic Society (SDS),
rapped last Tuesday at the
U.S. social structure and universities in a speech at USF.
The head of the radical student group spoke at a meeting
sponsored by USF's Campus
Coalition.
KLONSKY AND Lynn Wells,
SDS member and program
secretary of the Southern Student Organizing Committee,
are on an instructional and organizational tour of Florida
universities and colleges.
~'Your minds are exploited
from the very first day you
walk into school when they
tell you the racist lie that
Christopher Columbus discovered this country," Klonsky
sa id.
He later explained this
when asked who did discover
America. "There were people
of color here thousands of
years before that European
set foot on this continent. Who

THE S HAGG Y, mustachioed youth told the audience
of around 200 that appearance
does not denote a radical consciousness. "There's a lot of
people running around calling
themselves radicals because
they've got long hair and side- ·
burns and smoke dope ," said
Klonsky.
The SDS organizer spent
some time criticizing the National Student Association, the
USF Student Government and
its executive officers. He
poked fun at the SG by terming them "inside agitators."
The small number of black
students at USF brought
strong words from Klonsky.
"Just from looking around
you can find that this is an
out-and-out racist institution,
denying access to the very
students t hat it oppresses the black community.·• He
sa id that there were only 70
Negroes attending USF and
called this "part of the genocidal process." According to

the Office of Admissions there
are at least 200 Negro students attending USF Ulis
quarter. USF is second only to
Florida A&M in Negro enrollment in the state of Florida.

HE SAID that university oppression extends to all students. "The people here, they
are oppressed by this University. They are lied to, manipulated, turned around continually from what has to be
done. They are deprived of
every basic freedom that people are suppooed to have in
this country that we hear so
much about.

Klonsky In Inspiration

J

"This is a vulgar place.
This is the brain center of
world imperialism. The university in America is where
your counterinsurgency research gets done, your germ
and chemical warfare research gets done, this is the
slum landlord, this is the
property owner, this is tJ1e exploiter of your very own students .
"That's what schools are
for. They're to try and make
you middle class. And from

what I've s·een today, they've
been doing a damn good job.''
KLONSKY HIT students hard
on lack of humility. "The
whole myth about the college
graduate is a racist lie. Before we can ever become revolutionaries we have to start
up a little humility. You ain' t
smarter than working people.
Get that through your head."
He later cited the increasi ng SDS membership. "The
campuses that don't have SDS
are now exceptions.'' Klonsky
said that many new SDS
members are in high school
or junior high school.
At one point the movement
leader compared Upton Sinclair's book "The Jungle" and
present enterprising f o o d
companies with "rats and
sawdust in the meat .•.
What they're trying to do is
poison you for profit."
A STUDENT in the audience spoke up, "So's Morrison ·s."
Immediately following the
speech Klonsky met with a
group of stud en ts for discussion on New Left organiza
tional problems at USF.
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Can You Spot The Winner?
Starting tomorrow, USF students will have a chance to place
their vote(s) for the Ugliest l\lan On Campus (Ul\lOC) contest.
Three independent entries and 17 Greek candidates will com•
pete. Votes cost a penny. Ul\lOC is sponsored by service fraternity Alphi Phi Omega• .Money will be used for a scholarship
service projects of the fraternity. The contest runs through next
Thursday. Pictures of the candidates and a polling station will
be in the University Cent.er tomorrow.

USF Students Attend
Leadership Conference
By JERRY STERNSTEIN
Correspondent

The Third Annual Florida
State Leadership Conference
and Prayer Breakfast was
held Thursday and Friday in
Tallahassee as a project of
the Governor's office and
state cabinet. It follows the
lead of the President of the
United States ,vho conduct
various p r a y e r breakfast
meetings throughout the year,
for government officials.
Those in attendance from
USF were John Greer, Tom
Driggers, Jim Krog, iVlike
Ezzel, Scott Barnett, Jerry
Sternstein and J ohn Rhodes.
During the two-day conference the emphasis was on the

Lucas Reminds
June Grads
Of Application
James E. Lucas, USF registrar, reminded students this
week who are planning to
graduate this Jw1e not to wait
until the "last minute" to
apply for a degree.
He said the charge for application is $10 and the deadline for applying is set for this
coming Monday (April 21).
Lucas said forms could be
obtained in the regIStrar's office in Admmistration 180.
After obtaining the form, the
senior is required to pay the
$10 at the cashiers office, then
return the completed form to
Lucas in ADM 180.

'Social Gospel'

spiritual development of the ty were in attendance. The
various state college leaders only time they were able to
that were in attendance. Ad- address themselves to a reledresses were given by state vant issue was during the dis•
representative Richard Petti- cussion group Friday morngrew D-Miami, and Virgil . ing, when Board of Regen ts
Keels, (an ex-convict who members and State Universiserved on the Riot Commis- ty Presidents from FSU and
ion under President Johnson) University of West Florida,
Thursday evening. Keels re- along with FSU faculty memceived the award as the most bers, discussed the question of
outstanding member of the what a university is.
To this reporter the diacommission.
Keels gave by far, the most Iogue was strained and the
interesting and relevant relevant issue of the universispeech of the two-day confer- ty as a separate or equal part
ence alld, as it turned out, his of the society, was never
hour talk was the high point touch e d. The conference
ended with a fish fry given by
of the conference.
Various state college lead- Lt. Governor Ray Osborne
ers from every state universi- who was not in attendance.

Development Center Has
Spots In 'Communications,'
'Marriage' Therapy Open
Openings have been announced by the Developmental Center for a limited number of students wishing to participate in "Marriage" and
"Communication" t h e r a p y
groups.
The marriage group is designed to help couples who
are having conflicts which inhibit satisfactory relationships. The group will meet on
Monday evenings from 5 to
6:30. Dr. Ed Allen and Mrs.
DeLores Sphere will be cotherapists.
T H E CCMl\lUNICATIONS
group will serve those wha

By KAREN WALKER

"The Social Gospel in the
1930's" will be professor Wil•
liam McKee's topic of discusston at a lecture Thursday at
4 p.m. in UC 207.

Dr. Curtis MacDougall alternately shocked and amused
his audience at a free hour
lecture on "The Ethics of
News Photos" Monday.
MacDougall, whose journalistic career spans 40 years,
opened his lecture with a
denouncement of the carefully
faked "Loch Ness monster"

McKee, on the faculty of
Florida Presbyterian College,
is co-sponsored by the USF
history community and the
philosophy club.

Staff Writer

The second meeting of
the quarter for the Oneto-One Club will be held
this evening at 7 :30 in the
Fireside Lounge in Argos
Center.
The club is open to all
those interested in establishing a working relationshi p between the blacks
and whites on campus.
There will be guest speakers.

NAACP Aids
Students In
Programming

The National Association fo r
the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) has estabare 'realizing some difficulties
a new department in its
lished
in talking to other people, eiand college division
youth
probspeech
ther because of
exclusively with coldealing
lems or some feelings of inaprogramming.
lege
dequacy. The group will meet
The organization has exform 2 to 3:30 p.m. on
concern in all probpressed
Wednesday afternoons. Dr.
with the black
dealing
lems
Allen will be the principal
are offering
They
collegiate.
therapist.
help in the areas of AfroBoth groups will use a comAmerican curriculum, faculty
bination of T-group and sensi- ·
recruitment; cooperative protivity group approaches supgramming with the black stuplemented by. limited confron- . dent unions all.d job placetation.
ment and housing.
Anyone wishing further inThey have also established
formation may call Dr. Allen a speaking bureau to aid colat extension 831 or go to So- leges in obtaining speakers.
cial Science 252.
For information write Kenneth R. Brown, 5142 Park
Heights Avenue, Baltimore,
Md. 21215.

Cu.rtis·: MacDougal I Shocks
With Slide News Lecture

Lecture April 17

One-To-One
Will Meet
Tonight, 7:30

photo.

HE CONTINUED by li sting
four reasons for public objection to controversial photos:
offensiveness to public taste ;
indecent photos; photos which
unjustly invade the privacy of
citizens; and photos which interfere with the operation of
government.
A better standard of judgment, according to MacDougall, is whether or not a photo
contributes to the ability of
people to exist in a democracy.
He added that "sensationalism serves a public interest
many times."

-Dr. Oline Gets

$14,500 Grant
From NSF

l\IACDOUGALL decried the
use of photos appealing to
sentimentality,
ma u d 1 i n
"faked" photos, and those
which offe r "cheap thrills."
On the other hand, Mac
Dougall feels that genuine
photos of correctable human
tragedy and the publication of
grotesquely shocking human
atrocities may serve a purpose in changing public attitudes and promoting constructive action.

Dr. Larry Oline of the
Structures, Materials, and
Fluids department in the College of Engineering has received a S14,500 grant from
the National Science Fow1dation (NSF).
The grant, the first Dr.
Oline has received from NSF,
will enable him to expand fundamental research work he
initiated through the assistance of the USF Research
Council and marks the third
grant obtained by the department involving theoretical
and experimental mechanics
of composite materials.
The money will be used to
study the properties of new
materials formed by mixing
familiar things together.
"On a long-range basis, this
study will have a great impact on undersea technology,
aerospace, thP chemical industry, nuclear power and the
ship building industry just to
name a few."

Cap, Gown

Deadline Set

The deadline to order name of now, announcements may
carcl.s and announcements for •be picked up in the UC Bookgraduation was last Friday, store May 20, during normal
but Mrs. Lorraine C: Gray, a hours.
secretary for the University
Cap and gowns may be
Bookstore, has extended the picked up June 11 and 12 from
deadline for cap and gown or- 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., and June 13
ders to May 15. ·
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in UC
Mrs. Gray also said that as -2-02.

IN LATEST UC ACTIVITIES

Bridal Series Featured
BRIDAL SERIES
The University Cent e r
Committee
Fashion
(UC)
will present the first program
of the 1969 Bridal Series today
at 2 p.m., in CTR 252. The
first program "How to Select
a Diamond" , will be given by
Mr. C. Allen of BeckwithRange Jewelry Co., Tampa.

don'ts" and especially the
"hows and whys."
The remaining four programs, dates, and stores will
be giving: "China, Crystal, &
Silver" April 23, 2 p.m., UC
255 (Beckwith-Range); "Plallning A Wedding" April 30, 2
p.m., UC 255 (Beva Dalbeck
Bridal Shop); "Trousseau
Show" May 7, 2 p.m., UC
Ballroom (J. C. Penney's •
Westshore); "Bridal Fashion
Show" May 21, 7 p.m., UC
Ballroom (Modern B r i d a 1
Shoppe).

Each of the programs is
designed to provide information and insight into the sometimes "complic:ated" process
of marriage - the "dos and

Noon Today Is Deadline
For SG Office Application
The deadline for applications of candidacy in the Student Government (SG) college -wide elections is noon
toda y. All applications must
be returned to the SG offic e
(UC 219) by that time.
There will be a meeting 'Of
all candidates today at 2 p.m.
in UC 202 to discuss the election code and draw up ballots.
Campaigning will begin officially at 3 p.m .
CANDIDATES MUST submit a black-and-white photo•
graph of themselves and a
150-word summary of their

Summer Sessions
Catalog Said
Out Monday
USF's first Summer Ses•
sions catalogue will be out
this Monday, according to
Dave Jord an, Director of
Summer Sessions.
The catalogue will contain
course offerings for Quarter
IV, as well as other pertinent
information about the Summer Session.
Interested students may
pick up the catalogue in the
Admissions Office, ADM 264.
There are only a limited number, Jordan said.

Solomon
To Speak
Friday
Dr. Richard L. Solomon will
be the third lecturer in the
Psychology Department's series on "Experimental Psychopathology."
He will speak Friday at 2
p.m. in Education (EDV) 302.
Solomon is noted for his
study of traumatic avoidance
conditioning and "learned
helplessness."

platforms and qualifications
to the Oracle office (UC 221)
by 5 p.m. today.
A series of talks will be
given on the mall in front of
the UC 'On April 21-23 to enable students to meet and
hear the candidates they will
be voting for April 30.
Balloting will take pla ce
April 30 from 8 a.m. to 10
p.m. Polls will be locatedin
the Engineering, Business,
Education and Social Science
Buildings, the UC lobby and
the Library entrance.
Election results will be posted on the SG Bulletin Board
as soon as the votes have
been tabulated .

World Affairs
Wi II Sponsor
Model UN
World Affairs Council will
sponsor a Model United Nations beginning next Wednesda y.
It will consist of three principal committee and a General Assembly. Delegations may
be composed of three or more
students who will choose the
country they wish to represent.
The countries will be assigned on a first come, first
serve basis. At the end of the
three-day session, an awards
banquet will be held to recognize the outstanding delegations .

Senior Class
Executives
Meet Today

HELP Meets Friday
There will be an urgent
H.E.L.P. meeting Friday at 2
p.m. in the University Center . .
The room number will be
posted in the UC lobby.
The next H.E.L.P. seminar
will be next Wednesday and
t:1e proposed topic will be
"Student Housing." Plans for
the seminar will be discussed
at Friday's meeting.
There are several vacancies
on the Executive Board of
H.E.L.P. which will be filled
withint he next two weeks .
Any members wo are interested in these positions are to
c o n t a c t Trula O'Haire
(UC377).

)

CO}Il\fl'.ITEE .MEMBERSHIP
SCREENING
Students who have applied
for membership on a University Center Program Council
Committee will be screened
for membership today beginning at 7 p.m., in UC 251.
Each applicant will be interviewed by comrriittee chairmen and will receive a brief
orientation as to the entire
purpose and activities of the
University Center Program
Council. Jan Segers, president, and Milt Morrison,
vice-president, will discuss
the role and purpose of the
U. C.P.C. with the applicants.
"BE So:'\IE BODY"
Girls are urged to sign up
now for the University Center
"Be
Fashion Committee's
Some Body" poise and beauty
course. The course will be
given by Mrs. Zada Knight,
Tampa School of Charm, and
will cover a six-week period.
Topics to be discussed include: poise, make-up, social
graces, etiquette, clothing and
accessory selection, and figure analysis. The course begins next Monday and will
continue for the next five consecutive Mondays.
Regi stration fee for the
course is $1 per person. Students may sign up at The UC
Information Desk, deadline
today.

UC WEEKLY .MOVIE
The University Center
llfovies Committee will present "Those Magnificent Men
In Their Flying Machines"
this Friday, Saturday and Sunday in the Business Auditorium.
This film, starring Stuart
Whitman and Sarah Miles,
depicts the development of air
transportation in an hysterical
manner. Showings are at 7:30
nights. There will be a 7 :30
p.m. showing and 10 p.m.
showing on Saturday evening.
Admission is 35 cents per person.
The

BAND DANCE
University C en t e r

Dance Committee will present
"The Opposite Sex" group for
a band dance on Saturday at 9
p.m. , in the UC Ballroom.
Admission is 75 cents stag and
Sl per couple.

MANUSCRIPTS EXHIBIT ,
The university Center Arts
and Exhibits Committee will
continue to present an exhibition of Manuscript Prints in
the University Center Gallery,
UC 108, through Friday. The
gallery is open from 8 a.m.
until 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
UNDERGRADUATE
PAINTING EXHIBIT
Monday marks the beginning of the seventh annual
All • Florida Undergraduate
P ainting Competition, sponsored by the University Center Arts an d Exhibits Committee. This competition involves colleges and universities throughout the state of
Florida.
The works will be displayed
in the UC Ballroom through
May 2. Persons interested in
viewing the works are requested to check with the University Center Information
Desk Events Board for each
day in order to a v o i d interrupting events which may be
in progress in the Ballroom
during the course .of the exhibition.
"MEET THE AUTHOR"

The University Center Special E vents Committee will
present Mrs. Marjory Stonem an Douglas as the featured
guest for a "Meet the Author"
program April 23, at 2 p.m. in
UC 252.
Mrs. Douglas wil! discuss
"Problems Involved in Personal Biographical Investigations." She is presently involved with a research of W.
H. Hudson, well-known conservationist.
" The Everglades, River of
Grass ," " Florida, The Long
Frontier," "Road to the Sun,"
and " The Key to Paris" are
among the books that she has
had published.

,.

The Senior Class of 1969
will hold its first Executive
Board meeting today at 4
p.m. in UC 204. All Seniors
who are interested are
urged to attend.
The Senior Satire will be
presented to the student
body May 7, in the theatre
at 8 p.m. and the meeting
today will be to organize
for that production.
Each Wednesday from
now on the Senior Class
will meet at 4 p.m. in the
UC to plan activities for
the quarter.

Students Peel With 'The Orange Wedge'

8-Week Term: Heavy Loads Easier
By RICARDO PLANAS

Staff Writer

An Eat-In
Students gather round a trailer with several pigs inside during a protest of campus food last week. The demonstration
took place at Argos Cafeteria. Students who protested campus food decided to let the pigs eat what they decided they
·
couldn't.

The eight-weeks summer
Quarter will enable some students to take a heavy load,
according to Jim Lucas, registrar.
The summer term will still
be a normal quarter in that 12
hours will be a normal load.

The student may carry even
more hours, but this is left to
his own discretion.
In order to compensate for
the shortened time Lucas said
that "some instructors are in•
corporating the idea of having
an extra day of class each
week," but for which no credit is given. Again, "this will
be left to tl1e discretion of the

instructor," said Lucas.
AC,'CORDING TO D a v i d
Jordan, director of the summer term, the main reason
for shortening the fourth
quarter down to eight hours is
that of a better utilization of
resources at the university.
During the summer quarter
student attendance usually
drops by 50 per cent, he said.

So the same resources would
be utilized in 11 weeks with
half the student body.
Through the new arrangement, resources would r eport
a higher utility of investment,
Lucas said. At the same time
it would allow more people
from the community to come
for workshops offered at the
university.

The summer term will have
no effect upon students and
the draft. According to Selective Service regulations, a
student must take 45 hours
each year if he is to be given
a deferment from the army.
If the student falls behind
some hours, he can still make
them up during the summer
session.

THE 21-~IEAL and housing
contract will decrease in
proportion to the days shortened. The new figures will be
$237.42 instead of $290.16 that
is paid for the 11-week sessions.
All the dormitories will remain closed from Aug. 15, the
last day of classes, to Sept. 29
when the first quarter starts
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Labor Arbitration Seminar
The USF College of Continuing Education will present a
seminar on labor arbitration
this Friday.
Dr. James Sherman, of the
USF college of Business Administration will head the
seminar.

industry.
Afte r choosing teach ing as
his full time career, Dr. Sherman becam~ a n expert in the
field of industrial rela tions.
The se m inar will discuss :
Understa ndi ng the role of arbitration in the collective bargaining relationship : How to

He has specialized in the
area of industrial relation s
representini the interests of
management in the aerospace
CHOIR HERE

A German choir on tour of the
U.S. performed at a, meeting
of the USF German club April
7. The group, partially sponsored by the West German
government, will go on to
New York City.

Bull et in Boa rd no ti ce:. shoul d be se nt
direc t lo " Direc to r, Campus Pub lic ations, UC 226" (ext. 618) no la ter tha n
noon Wednesda y for publication the fo lJowi n g Wednesday.
Send news ite ms direct to: " Editor,
The Oracle, UC 222," (e xt. 619) .

Official Notices
Important d a tes :
Drop oeadline wi thout penalty - Ap ri l
28
"X" Grade removal - April 21
Withdrawal Dead li ne without penalty
• May 14.
Liberal Arts Faculty Meeting, A p.m. ,
Ap r il · 2.4 (coffee serve d a t 3:30 p.m.),
.
UC 256 .
Lectures:
April 18, 2 p.m., Chemistr y Semina r ,
Dr . M. A. Battiste, Unive rs ity of Flor.ida, "Cvclopropa ne a nd Cyclo butane as
Neighboring Gro ups," CHE 105.
April 18, 2 p.m., Psychology Department Series, Dr. Richa rd L. Solomon.
University of Pennsy lva nia, " Th e Phenomenon of Help lessness in Dogs,"
EDll 302 .

Campus Date Boo~
T imes and places of orga ni za tion s
meeting regu la r ly a re posted on the
bu llet in
Lobby
Cente r
University
boards.
TODAY
NASA, 9 a .m ., UC 2,8.
Luncheon - Cont. Ed Tape Mu sic
Teachers Assoc:., 11:30 a .m., UC 255-6.
SB Candidates Meeting, 2 p.m ., UC
202
Bridal Series, 2 p.m. ,U C 522 E & W.
Journalism Reception, 2 p.m ., UC
255-6 .
Coffee House, 2 p.m .. EN A.
Windjammers, 7 p .m ., UC 213.
Personnel Screening, 7 p.m., UC 251,
252, 255, 256.
Senior Class Executive Board Meeting, 4 p.m., UC 20J.
THURSDAY
NASA, 9 a .m .. UC 248 .

BI S Lun cheon, 11 :50 a.m. , UC 255-6 .
History Community, 4 p.m., UC 47.
CFS All Greek Cho r us , 6 p.m., FAH
107.

UCPC, 6:30 p.m ., UC 158.
Student Legislature, 7 p.m., UC 252 E
& W.

Faculty Recital, 7 p. m., FAH 101 .
Esperanto Cla ss, 7;30 p.m ., UC 201.
Reader' s Theatre Guild, a p.m. , Theat re
FR IO AY
Poetry F est iva l, 8 a .m ., UC 200, '201,
202, 203, 204, 205, 252, 255, 256.
Arbitr a tion, 9 a .m., C 251.
Ar bifration Lun c heon , noon , UC 248.
Athenaeum, 2 p.m., UC 203.
_Exper ime ntal Th eatre , 2 p.m., TA R.
Robert Wallace, 2 p.m.,
Lecture Busin e ss Aud itori um .
Frank Galats• Lecure, J p.m., Th eat re .
UC Movie : "Magnific ent Men in
T heir Fl ying Ma ch ine", 7:30 ip.m .
Lecture - Ricf1ard C!:lerhart, a p.m .,
T heatre.
SATURDAY
poetry Festival , a a .m., UC 248, 252
E & W.
UC Chairman Conference, 9 a.m., UC
158.
Orientation
Session
General
BIS
Co nf. , 9:30 a.m., UC 251.
BIS Group Orientation, 10:45 a .m.,
Uc 204, 205, 223.
Poetry Festival, 12:45
Lun cheon p.m., UC 248.
BIS , 1 p.m., UC 200, 202, 20 1, 204, 205
& 223 .
UC Mo vie , 7:30 p.m., Busi ness Auditorium
Readers Thca1 re Guild, 8 p.m., Thea•

·

trc.

.

UC Dance, 9 p.m., UC 248.

SUNDAY
AFUG PC, 10 a. m ., UC 2, a.
UC Movie, 7:30 p.m ., Bus iness Audi-'
torium
Broken String Coffee House, 7 :30
p .m., U. Chapel.
MONDAY
AFUG PC:, 9 a .m. , UC 248.
AF UG PC Reception, 2 p .m ., UC 248.
Charm Course, 2 p.m . ,uc 255-6.
CFS, 7 p.m., UC 215.
Wom en's Club Bridge, 7 p.m ., UC 252

E.

Esperanto Class, 7:30 p .m ., UC 201.
Town and Gown , 8 p.m. , UC 255-6.
TUESDAY
Dean's Lunch eon, noon, UC 255-6.
Photo Lessons, 7 p.m ., UC 200.
Chamber Music, 8:30 p.m., FAH 101 .
WEDNEfflAY, APRIL 23, 1969
Meet lhe Author Luncheon, noon, UC
.

248 .

SG Poll Captains Me-eting, 2 p. m., UC

~Odn ...tnis is

202.

Meet the Au thor, 2 p.m., UC 252 E &

ki 11d cf personal
but do you. U&e

w.

Brid'ar ser ies, 2 p.m., UC 25S•6,
Coffe e ,House, 2 p .m., E NA

Tampax tampons?"
'#oakln'f /.ISe

aoylhil!q else.,,

t/Jeyre @rt!7ied
.ftlSierio 11se,
eomf'otlable, and

Co-Op Education
TOOAY, APR. 16
Career Pl a nning Conference for stu•
de nts interested in Coopera tive Educat ion assi~nments during Qua r ter IV,
end 1, 2 p.m., E NG 3.
Wedn es day , Apr. 16
Post-training Period Conference for
Co-ops majori ng ill- Business Adm in ist ra tion, 2 p .m .. BUS 106.

Firday, Apr 18
Make-up session for all st udenls who
missed a post-tra in ing period confer•
,
e nce, 2 p.m ., E NG 3.
Wednesday, Apr. 23
Ca reer Planning Conference for stud ents in terested in Coopera tive Edu cat ion a ssign ments d ur ing Quarter IV and
t , 2 p.m. , Eng J.

Co-Op Placement
/•Ac re than 150 e mployers a re curren t•
!y seeking US F st ude nts for Ca.oper a•
five Education T ra ining ass ignme nt tor
Quar ter IV and I (Qua r ter IV begins
Mond ay June 16, 1969). Fo r fur the r inform a tion vis it vr phone the Co-op Office, E NG 37, phone 988-41 31, ex t. 171.
Ne w a ssignmen ts ava ila ble. for ma•
Jars in a ll c oll eges , especially good oppor tunities for maj ors in chemi sl ry, eng ineering, account :ng.
All students invi ted to attend Ca reer
P lannin g Session s held each Wednesday. Sign up in ad va nce a t Cg-o p Office , ENG 37, or come to ENG 37 a t 2
p.m. on Wednesda y for roo m assigm ent.
Amon g other ope nings now listed are
th e following:
Industrial Engineering: Air ForceE aste rn Test Range , Pa tr ick Air Force
Base, F la.; Alton Box Board Company,
J acksonville , F la ; City of Hollywood,
Hollywood , F la; Cont inen tal Can Company, Ta mpa, Fla .; E . I. duPo nt de
Ne mou rs & Compa ny, Kinston , N. C.;
Corpora tion,
FMC
S. C. ;
Ca m de n,
Lakel·a nd, Fla.~ Ford Motor Compa ny,
E lect ric
general
lo cations;
Vario us
Company, Cape Ke nnedy, F la; GoodAk ron,
any,
year T ire & Rubbe r Comp
Oh io; Hon eywe ll, St. Petersbu rg a nd
Tam pa , Fla . ; Internat ional Bu sin ess
Mach ines, Huntsville, Ala; Naval Ord•
na nce Sta tion, Ind ian Head, Md. ;
NASA-Ma rs hall Sp ace F li ght Center,
Hu ntsville, Ala .; NASA-Ke nnedy Space
Center, Ca pe Ke nnedy, F la .; ~aval Air
Re work Facility, Naval Air Stat ion,
J acksonille, F la. ; Office of 'Educa tion,
Washington , D. C. ; Picatinny Ar sena l,
Dove r, N. J .; So ut hwi re Compa ny, Ca rrollton, Ga . ; Wa rne r Rob ins Air Force
Base, Macon, Ga.; Wa rner Robi ns A[r
Force Ba se. Maco n, Ga.; Wes tinghouse,
Tampa , F la.
Mechan ical Enginee ring: Air Force
E a stern Tes t Range, Patric k Air Force
Base, F la.; Alton Box Board Company,
J acksonvill e, Fla; Argonne National
Labora to r_y, Argo nne, Ill.; Babcock &
Wil cox , St. Pet ersburg , F la .; Bramlett
Man ufactur ing Corporation, St. Pe te rsbu rg, Fla . ; City of Hollywood, Hollywood , Fl a.; Continenta l Can Company,
Tampa, Houston , New Orleans; Defen se
Personnel Suppor t Center , Philadelphia ,
Pa .; E. I. duPont de Nemour s & Company, Kinston, N. C. ; Camde n, F lorence, a nd Aiken, S. C. a nd Chattanoo-ga, Te nn.; E lectronic Communicat ion3 ,
Inc., St. Petersburg, Fla .; F lori da
Petersburg,
Power Cor pora tion , St.
F la .; F lorida Powe r & Light Company ,
and other
.
Fla
,
Sarasota
Mia m i and
locations in Fla .; FMC ,_Con>oration ,
Lakeland, F la. ; Ford Motor Company,
Atlanta, Ga ., a nd Dea rborn, Mich .;
General Cable Company, Tampa, Fla .;
Ge nera l E lect ric Compa ny, Ca pe Ca navera l. F la.; Gdodyear T ire & Rubbe r
Company, Akron, Ohio and Danville,
Va . ; Hon eywe ll, St. Petersburg, and

Ta mpa , Fla .; Interna t ional Busi ness
Ma chines, Huntsv ille, Ala. ; LockheedGa. ;
Ma ri e tta,
Company,
Georgia
Martin-Marietta Corporat ion , Orlando ,
Fla .; NASA-Goddard Space F ligh t Center, Greenbelt, Md.; NASA-Kennedy
Space Center, Cape Kenned y, Fla.;
NASA-Manned Spacecraft Cent er , Housfon , Tex .,; NASA-Marshall Space Fl ight
Center , Huntsville , Ala .; NASA-La ng ley
Va.;
Hampton,
Center,
Research
NASA-Wallops Station, Wallcps Is lan d ,
Va .; Naval Air Re work Facility, Na va l
Air Stat ion, Jacks on v ill e, F la. ; Na va l
Ord11ance station, Indian Head, Md ,;
Naval Ship Research & Development
Center, Washington, D.C. ; Office of
Education , Wash ington ; D. C; P ic:at inny
Arsenal, Dover , N. J .; Pra tt & Whitney
Airc ra ft Company, West Palm Beach,
_;: la .; Tampa Ele ctric Compa ny, Ta mpa,
F la., Tennessee East m an, Kin gsport,
Tenn .; Tennessee Val ley Aut hority,
Knoxville , Ten~ .; U.S. Coast Gua rd,
Washing ton, D. C. and other locations;
Union Carbide, Corporat ion, Oa k Ridge,

Tenn. ; U.S. Army M issile Command,
Huntsville. Ala .; Cinc innati Milling Mac hine Compa ny, Ci ncinna ti, Ohio; Manga nese Chemica ls Company , Baltimore,
Md.; Warn er Rob ins Air Force Ba se,
Macon, Ga .; Westinghouse , Tampa,
Fla.

Placement Services
T he following organ iza tions will be inter vie wi ng on c am pus . Check with
P lacement, A DM. ext 2395, for inte rview loca ti ons, to sc hedule a p po intme nts, or for fur th er in formation. Informa tion w ith in bracke ts in d icates rela ted
ma jor fie lds of study.
April 16
Maas Bras: Merchandi sing, s al es,
control and Fin., (Bus Ad , Econ ., F in., ,
Acctng., Mk lng., Ind . Mg t., Ret a iling ).
Prudential Ins, Co: Agent (All f ields}.
Good Humor Corp ; s ummer e mpl oyment (All field s ). John H . Harland Co:
mana gement
accoun t ing ,
Market ing,
(M gt., Ac ctng., F in., Mk tng.J

April 18
Sperry Microwave Electronics Div:_
Resea rch an d De ve lopment (EE , IE,
Physics).
April 22
General Mills , Inc.: Sa les a nd sa les
ma nag em ent ( Bus ad., Mktng ., Lib.
Arts). Zayre 's Corp: Man agemen t trai nee (All fields in Ma na ge ment) College
Life Ins: Sales a nd sa les man age men t
·
(Alt non-tech . fie ld s).
April 23
Traveler' s Ins. Co : Sa les and management (L ib. Art s, Bus. Ad., all sales
fi elds).
Apr il 24
Jahn Deere Co. : Sales a nd credit rep.,
management ( Bus. Ad. , Mgmt, Mkt ng ..
Accfng .) .
Winn•Dixie Stores: Store manage ment
t ra inees ( Bus. Ad.}.
April 25
IBM , Tampa : Market ing, systems en-

gineers, computer programming (Bus.
~d ., Math., EE, ME , IE, Chem,. Physics} IBM, Boca Raton, 'electrlcal eng ineers, accounting, business admin ist ration, programm ing, finance (Bus . AO .,
EE, Acctng., Fin.). Roche Laboratories: Sales reps . (See., Mktng ., Bus.
Ad ., all fields interested in market ing
·
and sa les ).

avo id surprises when trying a
~ase; Successful h·ial procedure; The biased arbitrator
syndrome, and a question and
answer period .
There is a fee for the oneday seminar and mqumes
should be directed to the Center for Continuing · Educa tion.

VOLKSWAGENSERVICE
Special Bus for US F
SERVICE CUSTOME RS

LEAVES for USF
Administration Bldg, at
8:15 A.M.

Return Trip 4:30 P.M,

~

Birds;~g·,;,;;;;;·•1~~-vtJ)

April 29
FBI: Special Age nts (Bio., Minera logy, Physics, Chem ., Acctng, , For
Lang. }. Marine Bank and Trust Co.,
Management trainee (Bus. Ad .. Econ .•
Fin ., Acctng., Mgmt.). Exchange National Bank: Bank management trainee
(Bus. Ad . Acctng .) . Florida Power
Corp: E lect. Design Power s ystems
oper., sales (engr. ). Aetna Ins. Co: Underwr iters, adi ustors, Safety engin.
filed reps . (All fie lds).

Meet the man wit h the
r Plan
College Senio_
William S. Avery

April 30
Fla . Probalion and Parole Commis•
sion; Supervise rs {All fie lds, Psy .,
Soc., ,related fields). Ring, Mahon•y
and Arner: Junior accts . (Accou nting).

If you 're a colle ge senio r or g ra duate
P rotect ive Life's Co lleg e S e nior
Plan i s for you. This unioue life insurancesavings program offers specia l benefits at
p refer red ra tes. And your policy i s completely paid up by normal reti rement age.
Remember, too, that prem i um d eposi t s
m a y be defer red unt il you r ea rni ngs in•
crea~e. Sound like a plan wor t h inv est ig ating? It is. Get f ul l infor ma tion from you r
Protec tive Life College Repre s e nta t ive .

student,

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Di,neyr1nd,
fields).

April lS
service positions.

(All

April 27
G~d Humor : Sales (alt fields)
April 25
Rocho L1bor1tortes: Sa les r ep . (Alt
fie lds),
April 21
Army and Air Force Exchange Service: Retailing, food management, accounting, ~ersonnel , engineer and systems
April 29
Continenl1t Arlsto Craft: Sa les

WILLIAM S, AVERY
Su i te 206 Marin e r Bldg.
5415 Ma rin er Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel, 877-8391

PRO~~?~~~.;!~~••

May 2
Industri al
Continental Can Corp.:
manageml!t'lt, engineers (lndust mgmf.,
Engr. in senior year }.
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1968 Tri um ph GT 6 SPITFIRE
Air/AM-FM RADIO 8000 Mi.
RENT
FOR
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ WHITE With blue racing stripe
___
__
_2.
NEW unfurnisl1ed apartme nt, 1 $2650. Call 876-5659.
bedroom, air cond. on Hillsborough River , 10 min, from USF. 10. AUTOMOTIVE
CaJI 935-4480.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1TI RES a t wholesale prices, all
3. APTS. & HOUSES sizes, wide - oval - slicks - red- - - - - - - - - - - - - - line - whitewa ll or black. S8.25
Male roommat; to _sha re 3-bed- up with trade in. Call Wes ·ms-roo m A/ C, h mmutes from tributorshjp 839-5886.
USF . $60/mont11, complete. Call ,68 I< awasa k.1 B us h wa c k er , 17".i
E I ? 38 .- 234
cc , li ke new . 13131 N . F la. Ave.,
c ' -~ 0 •
Male roommate wanted for 2-br. Univ . Mobile Homes lot No. 23.
traile r , $55 mo. , 12415 D 11th St. $400. Will consider trade plus
Call Warren Startup 933-1044 or ca sh. 932-3113.
-------------9.35-1496 and leave message.

15. SERVICES OFFERED

6. FOR SALE

Pa pers, m a nuscripts of any
26-ft . sailboat, gaff-rigged sloop, length type d in E nglish, Gersleeps four, 20HP inboard , must man , and F rench . IBM execusell immediately. Will se ll be- tive ca rbon ri bbe,n. Call Jennifer
low m arket price. 935-7125 a fter at 935-7948.
8 p.m.
Irish Wolfhound puppies. Two 20 Lost And Found
males. Blacl, a nd brindle. · - - - - - - - - - - - - Champion stock. Call 935-7948. Lost Sat. night Apr. 5, from
- - - - - - - - - - -- - 11724 N. 14th St., shaded silver
Oight grey) female Persian cat.
Old , very friendly. Answers
"Kimmie. " Please call 229-1261
days , 251-4034 nights. Liberal
rewa rd.

~

13. WANTED
MARKETING MAJORS
The St. Pe tersiJurg Times and
E veni ng Independent, Florida' s
Best Newspapers · a re growing
and we need you to grow with
us.
If you are a recent graduate, or
will be graduating shortly, and
desire a career in the field of
m ar keting resea rch, _then you
should consider us .

EXHAUSTED?
- UND ERSTANDING COMES
FAST ER WITH
CLIFF'S NOTES!
OVE R 175 TITLES

$1 EACH

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER

TAMPAX~
Lamp,,,ui

SANITARY-PROTECTION WOR N JNTERNALLY
>t,l.l.iEONL\' UY U:~i'AX lfJCCRFO PJ\TEO. PALMtR, "4 ASS.

U NCOLN, NEBRASKA 68501

You 'II coo rdinate and supervise
publi c opin ion surveys , tabulate
and a nal yze resea rch find ings,
prepa re reports, a nd generally
a s s i s t our Research Departm ent.
Besid e earn ing a good starting
sala ry, you'll share in an unbea table array of "extras" such
as Profit Shar ing . P ension Plan ,
Life and Health Insurance, and
many, ma ny m ore.
If interested, don' t delay, send
res ume, inclucling date of availability and sal<try requirements
to :
RogE>r Owens
P ersonnel Department
Times P ublishing Company
490-Fi rst Avenue, South
St. P etersbu rg, Florida 33701

Save up to $3.00!
Major label LP's! Top artists!
ROLLING STONES
WOODY GUTHRIE
CHARLIE BYRD
THE ANIMALS
ASTRUD GILBERTO

SONNY & CHER
PETE SEEGER
RAY CHARLES
STAN GETZ
RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS

WES MONTGOMERY
DAVE VAN RONK
CHAD MITCHELL TRIO
JIMMY SMITH
THELONIOUS MONK

Many more in this special purchase. Classics included!
Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection!

Sale starts Joday!

JERRY STERNSTEIN

.Klonsky And

0~CL-E

f1§!_J@UC§J..J~...J®JrnLJ@..J@LJ~
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SDS Offer

'\

EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

Nothing At All
The myth of the outside agitator was
destroyed last week for what it reallY.
~ ·· was.

Why SDS Caused ·No Trouble
When a representative from
:_Students For a Democratic Society
::: (SDS) attempted to speak on the
.:campus of Florida State University
.-last month, he was arrested, the
·-gathering was dispersed at bayo-:net point, and the students vent
·. their anger and frustration by projesting and demonstrating.
The same cycle of events OC•
curred at the University of Flori. da, though to a lesser degree, when
a spokesman for the Southern Stu.4 n t Co-ordinating Committee
_,(SSOC) came to the Gainesville
_campus.
LAST ..WEEK 1representatives
from both SDS and SSOC sppke to
students in the Business Audito.
rium here. There was no repres' sive action from the Administra,tion, no violence or demonstrations
.from students .•• no controversy
at all.
Why?

e

-

I

Congratulations are in order for pie stay away from the Library bethe Library. Someone finally real- cause they smoke and can't study
ized the blandness of the first floor h1 the lobby. And the usual excuse
reading room. And the new prints of spillage on the books is negated
lining the walls lend a pleasant at- . by the UC coffee shop's tables abundance of Library books.
mosphere for studying_.
That little counter at the door
NOW. Why doesn't somebody
take some initiative and organize a may reach new heights if such a
room for study with coffee and Coke room were built - and we all know
machines and ash trays? Many peo- what that would mean.

A ·Smashing Idea
Walking through a window can
·be a smashing idea . : • ask anybody who has done it. You can usually' spot him by the long scars on
his legs or face or arms.
·
" Oh, gosh," you say. "It
. wouldn't happen here. You have-to
be running, or drunk ••• or something. Besides, everyone knows
those little decals will keep people
from doing it." ·
OHYEAH?

Aside from the sliding glass
doors and the numerous windows ways keeping them closed; howevon campus located on either side of · er ). Still other have situated chairs
exterior doors, there are dozens of or potted plants by the windows.
7 nterior wi:1dows in the off~ce _ Reevaluate your own office for the
maze~ - wmd~ws that. can ~as1!¥' , hazard. But t:Jiose dinky USF stickbe mistaken for portals if you re m ers aren't going to stop someone
a hurry.
worried about his impending busiSome enterprising offices have n~ss.
hung bead curtains while others
As .the guy who's gone through
have hung regular curtains (not al- one. : •

OUR READERS WRITE

USF Area Needs
Mor~ Traffic Lights

For your information there was a
i~!lfiic fatal,ity there in early August
j ~hen ~- passenger car hit a . panel truck,
:fJ,~~the driver out_~d flipped the truck
-on top of him. It so happened that sever-

and

No educated USF student in his right
nifud could have been moved to agitation
after a rendition of the same "lines''
that are printed in the newspapers of
Prague and Havana, such as " the Amer:
ican, racist, imperialist ruling class of
America that manipulates and deprives
its citizens of every basic freedom."

IT WAS " old Left" colloquialisms
such as these that characterized ··the
speech of Mike Klonsky, National Secretary of the 100,000 member Students For.
A Democratic ·society.

To The Tampa Tribun:e And Times
Many of your news stories · and editorials about the
younger generation have indicated that you are unduly
preoccupied with their vices.
Granted, adverse news always sells papers, and controversy always makes good reading. But how about giving students a break? Where does the line fall between
the Almighty Dollar and professional ethics? How about
looking at the other side of the coin a little more often.
What's wrong with trying to give_the majority of University students a decent name?
Your publications and editorials are the prime
source for swaying public opinion in the"Tampa Bay
area - . a tremendous responsibility. But all too often
we think you are suffering from a grand case of the gen' eration gap - a fault of which you a re either unconcerned or unaware. And where you go, so goes the community.
THIS GAP -ls not bad in itself -if you recognize the
problem and make a concerted effort to analyze your
views. But frequently slanted copy and intolerant editorials aren't what we call an attempt at understanding.
Give us a fair shake. And for a start, try to look at
these points .•. our side of the coin:
(1) The Times interviewed Oracle Editor Phil Runnels Feb. 27 concerning his editorship. He mentioned in passing - that he would keep an eye on your publications and try to show "the other side of the coin." It was
written as: "The Oracle lambasted the Times and Tribune today. The verb "lambast" means to "chide roughly" with connotations of a blatant deluge of charges. The
· intention clearly was to ~k for fair comment, not to indulge in negative attack for the sake of sounding off.
(2) THE TIMES came out within a period of five
days (March 9 to 24) with editorials devoted to "Modern music with its banal lyrics" that -is "the brand of
noise being marketed today." May we take this opportunity to show you the "banal noise" we are listening to·
and mention that many gf the lyrics are raising questions on the moral values of.today's society . •. some of
which may hold a little validity, at least much more
than those that went with the "Big Apple." Lyrics like
these:
.
,
"Itemize the things you covet-As you squander
through your life- Bigger cars - bigger houses-Term insurance for your wife-Tuesday evenings with your harlot-Wednesdays _it 's your charlatan analyst - he's right
', upon ,your list-You've got air-conditioned sinuses-And
dark disµirbing doubts about religion-And you keep
those cards and letters going out-While your secretary's
tempting you - your morals are ·exempting you-From
guilt and shame-Heaven knows you're not to blame-.
You'd better get down to business man - What's your
plan?"

Yes, there are "racist pigs" in Amert.
ca , 10 million vote,,d for Wallace. ·eertamly America is not -a land of peace, freedom, love or happiness for the masses,
But rather we fight and kill in Vietnam,
in t he ghettos, and suppres.5 the black
man_throughout the nation.

(3) THE TIMES ~DITORIAL of April 4 asked
"doesn't the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
know there are no atheists in the fox holes?" It called
the ACLU down for carrying human rights to extremes
. • : and they continued to jump to ridiculous extremes
in logic (something both papers do too often). Does the .
Times really think everyone in the fox holes is fighting
for God, Mother and Apple Pie? The ACLU thinks not.
But the local populace doesn't necessarily agree with
them, so neither does the Times.
·
(4) April 3 the Times ran an editorial entitled " Campus Protests Irk Public." Fine. Great. Dandy. But
couldn't the space have been filled with something relevant to USF students • • , and their stand against violence
through the Student Government? "Are you ashamed of
your students -at USF?
(5). A GRADUATE'S thesis could be written about
the Tribune's April 4 editorial : "Anarchy From the
Bench'\ which stated "Judge Wyzanski seems to be
holding. that a citizen may pick and choose as \o what
type of war he will fight for his country."
_
Many young people feel they have that right. This is
a democracy, and there are still people who.feel they do
not have to be programmed throughout life to gain anything from it. Why not talk to some of us sometime and
get our views on the subject ••• ahd you may see the ,
other side.
(6) -Why ~ot an editorial about the White Power t.elephone 'message originating"'lh'•·t ulz' that .claimed its
"first obJective is a wirite America without 'Blacks or· ·
Jews?'; Doesn't seem to be too much threat here to the
Tampa area, dqes there? Better-that editorial pages be
filled with anti-student fe~iings, right? _ -:: __::: :- · -~: ~
(8) ON MARCH 24, the Times ,ran a -s ~ on "the ·
best behaved, most respectful group in yea?s" : accumulating at F t. Lauderdaj.e. But you also ran two threecolumn by three-inch pictures : one of kids.behaving and
one in a confrontation with the law. The :cut-line's read
" This . . . is all right . • • but not this" Come
Keep
the editorials to the editorial pages . ·.• ·
·
(10) One final
i n the saddle: Does every student with long hair and-or beard have to have bis personal choice for grooming the identifying adjective in
the lead in a story where he is concerned. Because we
ALL know how the public feels a'bout · "long-haired" students • • , don't we? Hummmmmmm? Wouldn't "a Senior English major dressed in levi's and cowboy boots"
make your point?

oq.
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.
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PLEASE, look at. the other ~de of the coin and
m ake an asserted effort to understand the students'
point of view. It may just please you once in a while.

I
I
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RAY ZOGORSKI

I agree with you. We,do need a traffic
light there as well as several others in
the area.

State Taxes Morals
/

'

·More_Smut

If ever activist students, "liberals" or
other concerned USF students bad · vi•
sions of joining a proud crusade to liberate America and its campuses .then I
suggest they look to some other organi•
zation than SDS, for SDS offers nothing
other than old dogma of a society that
does not exist:

OPEN LETTER

al others and I helped jack the truck up
and pull the man free. However, he was
dead on arrival at the University Community Hospital.

GEORGE MILLEJi
Director
Cx,operative Education

A so-called liberated young· man
spoke to USF students in _the Business
Auditorium and dispelled the myth of
agitation wherever and whenever •
member of SDS speaks.
·
The utte~ly poor
worn-out lines he
handed the students eliminated any po&•
sibility of subsequent violence after the
speech, or agitation.

THE SPONSORING groups at
FSU and UF, on the other hand,
did not.
·
·
USF Vice President for Student Affairs Herbert J. Wunderlich
has said any Qrganization recognized by USF may sponsor anyone
they wish to speak here.
This is certainly a fair and
flexible edict; which .leaves the
door wide open for any sort of ra•
tional $tudent activity. ·
Perhaps if both students and
the administrators at FSU and UF
had acted -as prudently, a lot of
their present problems would
never have arisen.

Congratulations To Library

I noted in The Oracle April 9 on your
editorial concerning the need for a traf•_fic sign at 30th and F letcher 'that you
..~aid,. f Will we have to -wait.for ·a ,t rage:~dy~ We -did at Fowler before getting ac·tion.''
·
·

: :i:;:

Because the group which sponsored SDS National Secretary
Mike Klonsky and SSOC representative Lynn Wells, namely the
Campus Coalition, went through the proper channels with th·e ir request for the speakers.·

THESE ARE the facts and we should
realize them. As citizens we should yell
our heads off and demonstrate 'to change
the inequities that plague our system.
But what Mr. Klonsky suggested, that
we have a revolution and use Cuba as
our model is not only absurd but rather
amusing.
To destroy America Is what he really
seeks. To make everyman as poor as the
next, to eliminate man's worth as an in•
dividual. To have lines for bread as in
Cuba, to have lines for shoes, for wine,

JERRY
J

STERNSTEIN

for meat, for vegetables, all as in Klon•
sky's mod~l Cuba of today. Yes, .inde~
Klonsky's plan is an insult to the intelligent liberator, for it cannot wor)c
here !
The solutions he offers are. built
around a dogma which could only work
in an underdeveloped nation.
IN SHORT, Klonsky had no new plan
for America, no plan to change the sys.
tern, just get rid of it first and then "sea
what develops."
As I said before, we m ust change our
system, not destroy it. SDS and Klonsky
did not come over as Peace, Love, or
Happiness; but rather as hatred to fight
hatred, violence to destroy.
The students of America are our
greatest asset We shall change Ameri•
ca, for it cannot long endure under its
present- inequities. The draft must be·
changed, the color line torn down for•
ever, the War ended, and the i ndustrial
comP,lex, that Nixon now toys with, put
towards feeding our poor r ather than
building ABM's. '

THESE HOLES in the American-plan
can be changed by electing leaders like
McCarthy, Julian Bond, Ted Kennedy
and Percy ; not by leading a revolution
that would destroy, so it could be said of
America as Tacitus said of Rome, "'l'heY,
made a desert and called it peace." .

Once again, acting with their usual
through private purchases. Ideally, they
"Blowup" fare with increased tax? Will
EDITOR:
cally, present an appraisal of the relashould not hit those most who can afford
moral wisdom, the Florida Legislature
they be put out of financial range of the
"If you want smut," Representative - tion b~tween perversion, homosexuality
to pay least. In Florida, they do~
has politically set down a few more
students, or the average man trying to
Jack Poorbaugh (R-Boynton Beach) tells
and drugs and the contemporary human
commandments for the people of the
improve himself culturally?
"It seems like the little man (or just as
the moviegoers,. "You can pay for il"
condition. Surely-Mr. Poorbaugh realizes
state to obey - indirectly at least.
much so, the student) has little working
Will he be allowed to look at the
And Mr. Poorbaugh is trying hard to
th~t facts of life, however ugly they , - Rep. Jack Poorbaugh of Boynton _ for him in the Legislature. Taxes con--"dirty" pictures in the art gallery, or
make them pay for it.
might be, must be dealt with realistical- · Beach has introduced a bill to impose a
tinue to take a larger share of these
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ly, even in films.
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ences.
taxed with an extra "this-will-make-youvogue. It • seems funny that . churches
quently refers to as a· "sinut tax" on all
continue t1> use Hollywood's self-rating
Called the "smut tax" bill, the heavPubllshed
•very 'Weclnnclay In th• sihoot 'y _,
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by tile University Of 5outtl Florlde 4202 F.owler AvL,
would condone the taxation of what some
movies Hollywood rates "M", "R", or
system as the criteria "as long as they
iellt tax would be put on movies of " X"
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when,
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Once again the lawmakers are busily
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exorbitant
taxes,
people·
no
longer
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mo_vies rated "G't, for general audiences
engaged in creating laws to protect us ' tempts since the beginning of the world
drink, smoke, drive their cars, or are
Circulation Bares
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WllL THEY HAVE to put a direct
The Oracle Is written 1nd edited by students at
tax, those rated "R" (restricted auditic representations of life's "dirty" side.
only diffe~nce with_the state legislature
properly-:_
the University Of South Florida. Editorial vliWI
sales tax on fornication, (they already
herein are not necessa rily those of the USF ■dml..
ences) one of 50 cents, and one. dollar
But the lawmakers are reasonable men,
is they just make it harder to do what
Separation of church and state does
would be levied -aeainst the drea ded "X"
have a fine), sitting in- a· pa:tk,~r iafti!tj: a . : lltr~~f:es: University Center 222, phone 91Ml31,
logical, understanding.
they think you s~ouldn't do.
not exist in this effort to, one, bleed the
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'Most Think This Place
Is A Prison' Klonsky
By JOJl"K THOMSON
Staff Writer

making a public speech that
evening.

.Michael Klunsky, National
Secretary of the Students for
a Democratic Society (SDS)
and Lynn Wells, SDS, member and Progr~m Secretary
for the South~rn Student Organizing (SSOC) Committee
stopped for a day at L'SF to
talk with the university's
Movement workers before

Klonsky and Wells, who
later went on to New College
in Sarasota then to Gainesville, and travel on $15 a week
each, took time out the a.fternoon before the New Le.f t
leader's speech for an interview.

Are you hoping to inject a
more organizational spirit into
the USF community?

KLONSKY: We believe that
if students are ever going to
challenge power and the
power structure seriously that
they can't do it individually.
They a re going to have to
get themselves together and
get organized because one of
the m ain things that we are
trying to combat and deal
with is that middle class kind
of individualism that's drilled
into student's heads. All
th ey' re interested in is mak"Eight Experienced
ing it. \Vhat we're trying to do
Cosmetologists To Serve You"
is instill a collect-ive sense of
struggle.
Since SDS was turned down
BEAUTY SALON I be.fore, what do you feel the
Temple Terrace Shopping Center
chances are for an SDS chapL...--..:P.:;.h0:.;;";;;,
e _9;.;;8.:.8·;;;.27..:_98:___ _ _ ter here, either recognized on
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IF YOI~JIU~T HAVE ...
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MOUE l\'EEKl,1· THIS Sl.JUIEK ..•

~Good Humor
OFFERS IT!
CAMPUS
INTERVIEW

·.'-

One of the hig hest paying of.
all summer jobs
Many students working full
summer averaged above $125
weekly.' One o ut of. three made
$133 or more weekly. One out
of four made $139 or more
weekly.
How to qualify for interview
(1) Minimum age 18. (2) Need
valid driver's license and be
able to drive clutch transmis-
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sion. (3) Be in good physical
condition. No experience necessary. Work is easily learned •••
and everyth ing you need to succeed is supplied, free. You're
your own boss .• . work in the
open where people have been
buying GOOD HUMOR for years.
Sign up now for interview
See your Summer Placement
Director or Student Aid Officer
now.

AN EQ UA L OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER (M / F)

campus or not?
KLONSKY: That depends
on how serious the young people are here. What I found out
is that the administration is
afraid, they're scared, they're
running scared now. And
that's why they're desperately
trying to keep SDS from getting here. They know that
once students start getting organized they're not going to
be able to treat them like animals. They're going to have
to deal with them as human
beings.
The only thing that's kee~ing SDS from being here 1s
equal fear on the part of the
students. And once stude~ts
realize that together they
have some power, that when
you organize and are together
in terms of politics and understanding what has to be done
that the administration is
going to have to back down.
that they' re not going to have
the power to deal with you.
I've seen this time and time
again. I believe that SDS
should and must get started
here. If the people are going
to be scared of threats from
politcians or administrators
or bureaucrats then they're
not serious about wanting to
chanae
the kind of lives that
b
•
they're leading and changmg
the society from what it is
now to what it has to be.

WELLS: Seems that from
the beginning of the year
when SDS \vas turned down,
that students, instead of turning back to other students a_nd
organizing, asked the a dmmistration if they could have an
SDS chapter a nd when they
were turned down they didn't
organize, they dropped it.
This time I think students are
serious enough and will turn
back to their own people a nd
start organizing regardless of
w h a t the administration
thinks.

Generally what the word
redneck has come to m ean
when used by college studen ts
is just talk ing about working
people. This is mainly because of t h i s anti-worki ng
class ideology that's been
drilled into their heads, where
they learn to hate the people
of Ameri ca and picture working people as either rednecks
or racists or the kind of people that sit in front of their
color TV se t watching the
football game drinking beer
and scra tching their fleas.

KWNSKY: Right. Every
time they keep begging for
things all that does is sh?w
what kind of slave mentality
has been injected into t hem
throughout their time i n
school. SDS nor a ny other sort
of organization is ever going
to get. started until these people can brea k through that
slave mentality and stop groveling and begging for things
but get themselves together
a nd take what's rightfully
·theirs.

How would you describe the
attitude at USF? Do you feel
that there is potential for a
broadly based radical consciousness?
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WELLS: It's also a n excuse for southern students
and people in the south in
general. An excuse that's
been laid out for people that
says that things are so bad
that we don 't have to m ove ...
. KLOKSKY: But the m ain
thing I object to your question
about is vour refe rence to rednecks. S~e, I think that college students are the most
racist, vain and ignorant people that I've ever met. And
for good reason because when
vou've sat in a school fo r 15
years and been brainwashed
and had lies run down your
throat then it's expected that
it's going to take a lot harder
work for you to break out of
that. than it is for working
people who really understand
the true nature of this country. They suUer from the day
to day oppression that this
countr y throws upon them.

WELLS: P e o p l e also
thought in the beginning of
the year when that happened
that they could hide from that
decision by caning their
groups other na mes. The_Y, said
that if we're not afflllated
with the national group then
people won't be alienated
from us . But people were running and I don't think they're
going to do that again.
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in the south aren't any worse
than the north. The sheriffs
here aren't h.:ilf as bad as the
ones where I come from in
Chicago. The whole myth
about the south is a bunch of
crap that again has been perpetuated as a lie upon students in the south because
they want to try and nortllernize students, try and liberalize them, make them fit into
the mold that they set for people.

WELLS: Most people I've
talked to think this palce is a
prison .
The university is very rem oved and isolated from the
community. 1 think that people are beginning to understand that they have to get together to change that kind of
s ituation. So I think there's
great possibility for a movement here. There's a movement on almost every campus
i n the south and almost every
campus in the country. This
campus isn't a ny different
than a ny other.

KLONSKY: I believe that,
number one, people have to
overcome their fear, their
personal fear, which means
overcome individualism, and
have to unde rstand that when
they attempt to serve the people they might have to make
some sacrifices. Sacrifice a
lot of things like their white
skin privileges, like their
middle-classness and ta ke
s ome risks . Being a revolutionary m eans taking risks .
I believe, tha t , after talking
to students here, there's as
much potential to build a
movement here as in any
campus I've ever been to .

Being awa.re of the l\fovement problems in the south,
the numerous opposing factors like sherriff departments,
ultra-right w i n g courts, the
"redneck" culture, is there
any main struggle here?
KWNSKY: Firs t of all, I
· think your whole question is
based on a fa ulty premise.
Number one is that the courts

I believe that the people who
w o r k for a living are the
backbone of this country, the
ones that are going to lea d the
r evolutiona ry s truggle in this
country a nd that students better get past a lot of their r acist notions about workers a nd
a lot of their just plain middle
class cha uvanism. In m y
opinion calling someone a redneck is like ca lling a black
person a nigger. It com es ·out
of the sa me kind of chauva nism and the same . kind of
class prejudice. So I think
there's a lot of lies people
have about their own history.
their own culture a nd their
own south. I think most people that talk li ke that a re just
trying to run a way from who
they a re .

What do you feel are the
basic adjust ments that must
be made in an academic community like USF's? What
must students , faculty and administra tors become aware
of?
0

KLONSKY: I'm not talking
about adjustments. We say
that the whole damn system
that the school's r un under is
r acist through and through,
from t he first day you walk
into your history class a nd
you get taught that Chri stopher Columbus discovered
America. The whole educa tion
system was built and founded
on the dead bodies of people
of color - India ns a nd bl ack
people, Spanish-speaking people . The whole system has got
to be c hanged, ba sed on somethina
bes ides the exploitation
0
and stea ling of people's labor
and the r acist principles that
it's founded on. And that's
going to c~ll for a whole restructuring of the system that
we live und~r and the doing
away with the exploitist system of capitalism.
As a · start, however, I believe that a struggle 'should be
waged to open the university
up to the people. In other
words, in a school like this,

with thousands and tha'usands
of people where you have 70
black students is a racist
crime. it is an act of genocide
against people of color.
The first thing that people
have got ' to start struggling
for is a university accessible
to the people that it oppresses,
and that means demanding
open admission for all black
students that apply a nd getting past the racist notion that
the admission system set up
is one that judges people on
their smartness. It isn't. It's
one that judges people on
their color. White middle
class kids end up at C'SF and
black people are sent into the
a rmv to die in Vietna m a t
the ~ate of over 50 per cent of
the casua lties while you all
hide behind your 2-S deferments.
Realizing that the vast majorit;r of ~outllern students
tend f.o be politically conservative by nature, how do you
plan to get through to them?
Is it a requirement to be initially liberal, socialist or
Marxist?

WELLS: Well I think firs t.
what you started off with is
just w~·ong, people aren't conservative by nature . Students
in the south are closer to
being from working class
backgrounds tha n anywhere
else in the country. People on
southern cam puses . it's in
t heir interes ts beca use of
what thev will become when
they lea\;e here. It is in their
interest to figh t against the
svstem and to fight against
tl;e kind of things · the schools
a re doing to them. So to say
that they're conservative by
nature is untrue and underestimating \Vhat people can do.
People are n't born conservative.
KLONSl{Y: I also agree
with Lynn. I believe a gain
that this myth about t he
southern student is just a
cop-out, it is just an excuse
for stud ents not to do a nything. They figure well. a ll
sout hern students are conserva tive so it's mele ss to do
a nything.
We believe that we can organize southern students and
that southern students can ge t
themselves together and wage
a s truaale
00 that in the long run
.
is going to be m uch more 1mportant than in the north.
I believe that is m ainly true
beca use this is the main · pa rt
of the country where the
black libera ,ion struggle is
rroincr to ta ke shane. The student';'s m a in role -here has to
be to fight white supremacy
a nd white ra cism a nd put
t hemselves in a position
whe re they can build unity
with that black struggle. And
I believe the south is going to
hold the ke v for t ha t struggle.
At what l~vcl would you feel
Florida universities and colleges a.re in the Movement as
opposed to others throughout
the U.S.? Are Florida studcnf~: makin:.?; sa tisfactory
progress?
KLONSKY: I've only been
here a short time but from
what I understand there's
been som e very good s truggles waged on the part of
students in F lorida a nd all
a round the sta te. It's ha rd for
me to judge that question
right now but I believe that
there's no r eason why a
movement can' t be built in
Flor ida any more than it
could be in Iowa, Oklahoma
or Texas or North Carolina or
New York or anywhere else in
the United States where
young people are r ising up
a nd demanding their rights,
demanding to be treated as
huma n beings a nd demanding
to struggle to end the oppression of all people. I don' t see.
why t hat's not true in Florida
too. Florida 's no different
from what I've seen in the
t ime I've been here than anyplace else.

Meet the man with the
College Senior Plan
Jack F. Newkirk
lf y ou'r e a co llege _ s~ni o r o r gradu~t e
stu den t , Protect ive L ife s Col le\:e Senio r
Plan is f or you. Th is unique _life 1n sur_ance~
sav in gs program offers speci a l . be n.ef 1ts at
preferred ra t es. And your pol i cy ,s comp l etely paid up by normal ret,r ement ale;!·
Remember. too. that prem, um depos1,s
may be deferred unt i l your earnin gs_ incr ease. Sound like a pl an wo rt h ,n vest,gating? I t is. Get f ull infor ma tion from your
Prote c t i ve Life Col lege Represen tative.

JACK F. NEWKIR K
Su.l e 206 Mariner Bldg,
5415 Mariner St reet
Tam pa, Fla. 33509
T el , 877 -8391

PRCIT~;~;;~;::~~~; ..
W •' kl!-.J. l'\·~• ~l~n tr'., f'rn l -k..,t
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EDITOR:
Before The Oracle runs a
front page headline about
"wel] - coordinated registration" at USF , it is suggested a

reporter be sent to cover registration at Bay Campus. On
lVIarch 19th, the Registrar's
Office must have b oxed up all
its gremlins and snafus and
sent them to St. P etersburg.

More Women

Registration had been announced for 4 to 6 p.m . Once
we were allowed inside the
than 20

Needed In

minutes late, the reasons for
the jam-up wen~ obvious·: no
planning, inadequate preparation , insufficent personnel.
When we finally cleared the
line-up at the cashier's register it was 5:50, two hours
lat~~- And the line in the hall
was still half the length of the
building.
DORIS ENHO~f

The Cabinet
EDITOR :
I was very interested in the
composition of the Student
Government Cabinet as listed
in the last Oracle. I should
think that women students,
constituting over half the Student Government constituency, should be represented in
t he Cabinet by a woman. vVe
are today arguing that blacks
should represent blacks and
students should r epresent students - why not women represent women?
ELIOTT HARDAWAY,
\ 'ICE PRESIDE:'IT
OF ADMIXISTRA'fIVE
AFFAIRS

'Black Girl'
To Be Shown

They don't make them
Ii ke they used to.
They may still loo k like they used to, but
tha t doesn' t mean w e stil l make them that
w ay.
We used to ho ve a tiny rear window.
N ovv there's a big on e.
W e used to hav e a pl a in o ld rear seat.
Now there's o ne th at folds down.
Over th e yea rs, eng ine powe·r has been
increased by 76% .
A dual brake system hos been added.
The he ate r is much improved.
Fa ct is, over the years, over 2,200 such
improve ments hove been mode. Ye t, you
hov e to be some sort o f a car nut to te ll a
new one from an old one.
Which, of course, was the plan.
In 1949, w hen w e dec id ed not to outdote th e bug, some of the big auto names
making big, fan cy changes w ere Kaiser,
Hudso n and Nosh.
N ot that we w ere rig ht and they w ere
w ro ng, but one thing's for sure: They don't
make them like they used to eithe r.

t~ext Week
The University Chapel Fellowship and the F ilm Classics
Leacrue will present the Nigerian0 film. "The Black Girl."
at 8 p.m· next Wednesda y in
the Business Auditorium.
The film is free to the University community a nd all
rnbscrihers to the Film Class ics League.
" The Black Girl" wa s the
first film produced in Nigeria.

It's
Coming
April 30

Lindell Voll swogen, Inc.
3900 John F. Kennedy Blvd.

ll 333 North Florida Avenue

Tampa

Tampa

Birdsong Motors, Inc.
AUlHOR1ztO

D, ALH

Give...... ~ur
con
lenses
ab
In order to ke ep your contact lenses as
co mfortabl e and convenient as they were
meant to be, you have to take care of
th em. But until now you needed two or
more separate solutions to properly
prepare and maintain your contacts. Not
with Lensine. Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete contact lens care.
Cleaning your contacts w ith Lensine
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on
the lenses. And soaking your contacts in
Lensi ne overnight assures you o f proper
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensi ne.
It has been demonstrated that improper
storage between w earings may resu lt in
t he growth of bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and
in some cases ca n endanger your vision.
Bacteria ca nnot grow in Lensine which is
sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Just a drop or two of Lensine, before you
insert your lens, coats and lu bricates it
allowing the lens to float more freely in
th e eye's fluids. Th at's because
Lensine is an "isotonic" solution,
w hich means that it blends with
the natural fl uids of the eye.
Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get
some Lensine, from the
Murine Company, lr,c.

I
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Brahman .·Netters
Upset Notre Dame

Fsu·Umpires,. 'Step/' 2
From USF Basebcillers
.

'

weekend.
The Brahmans, riding the
crest of a hot five-game winDing streak, came into ,the
state _capitol with intentions
of adding the Seminoles t.o the
casualty list only to have
FSU's umpires throw a moo-

By JOHN JOLINSKI
_Sports Editor

TALLAHASSEE -

.--

USF's

.

,,

By MAX RAMOS
Assistant Sports Editor

Coach, Beefy· Wright who· usu- the season. His homerun, his
ally remains calm in such second this year, gave the
moments of crisis. "The Brahains a 3s1 lead in the
umpiring in this series was sixth.
the worst r have ever seen,"
USF SCORED ONCE in the
Wright said." "'There's no fourth inning on four hits off
doubt that homerun call 'halt- FSJJ's George _ Lott. Larry
ed our momentum," he McGary; . started things off
added. " There were other with. a triple to. left and then
calls too that were so obvious scored on- a Paul -Buzzella sinbut the umpires thought dif- gle. Heykens then doubled
ferent."
and scored on an error by the ·
Hey~ens - blasted four h its, first baseman.
hitting the cycle (hqmerun,
· In Saturday's game the
triple, double, and single) to Sem1no1e·s · utilized the homeimprove his average to .250 on run hitting of Jim Gurzynski
·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Doug Heykens sla.mmed four
·hits, including a 400 foot home__ run, to 110 avail as Florida
:-Sta.te used strong hitting and
'its hometown umpires to par.:-- key wrench into the Brahman
lay two baseba.11 wins last plans. As 8 result FSU defeated the Brahmans 7-3 Friday
night and 5-2 Saturday•
IN FRIDAY'S HOTLY disputed contest, the Brahmans
were coasting behind the
strong pitching of Marvin
Sherzer and a slim 3-2 lead
going into the seventh inning.
FSU's Mike Eason came up
leading off the frame and sent
a long fly to Ron Muff in deep
right-center field. Huff made
to
the catch after a long run to
USF
retir~ Eason only to have the
first-base umpire reverse the
Students
decision and give the SeniiWomen's intramural action 8 :30 p.m. on Wednesday
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.
nole hitter a homerun on the gets underway this afternoon nights and on Thursdays from
At
claim that the ball hit a tree with competition in volleyball
. 8:30 to 9 p.m. the pool will be
branch on the other side .of to take place. Badminton acopen to women only. If you
the fence.
tion began Monday.
are interested in slimnastics
The "cheap shot" homerun
After Quarter II intramural .
tied the game at 3-3 but it
Tracy Anderson at ext.
phone
actlbn it was Epsilon's Intelex
broke the Brahmans' momenleading in the points standing 2378. /
tum. The Seminoles came
with 931 and with Kappa
MARY JO- MURRAY OF
iback for four unearned runs in
Delta Sorority second with Epsilon's Intelex won . first
-t he eighth to put the game
848. The PE majors are third . place · in the women's table
out of reach 7-3 .
with only 843 in· a close i:a-ce. tennis tournament while Elisa
"THE BALL NEVER hit
SLIMNASTICS WILL Nelson finished second. Evelthe tree," argued the veheSHOPPING
again
be offered this quar- yn Mayes and Sue Bell were
ment Huff. ''.I caught the ba ll
CENTER
three feet in front of the ter for girls interested in ex- the top doubles.team.
OPEN 5:30 A.M.fence. It couldn't have hit the ercising and weight training.
' Tn Delta Sorority caputred
.10:30 P.M.
tree and still stay in the Exercise sessions will be held · the w omen's intramural
in each dorm during the week swimming meet with 100
park."
The call greatly disturbed and girls should contact SRL points in .a close contest_with
leaders to find out\ who their · Kappa Delta and Alpha Delta.
dorm leader is.
P. Kappa Delta nae!,.. 95 points

FREE
SOAP

Women's 1-M 'Get
Underway·: Today

KOIN,
KLEEN

'LAUNDROMAT

The weight room will be ·reserved for women from 8 to

while
90.

ADP finished

third with

_DOUG .HEYKENS
, .. four bits
and the wildness of the Jim
Diaz to gaj.n a ·s.2 win. Gurzynski slammed two · homers
against the Brahmans: While
Diaz walked four men and
gave up two runs before leaving in the fourth inning with a
.tight shoulder. ,rerry Carreno
relieved and gave up three
'
more runs.
.

'

Willard Brimm had two
hits in the losing cause .and
three for the series. Dave
Glaize and Doug McCarthy
each had two.
The Brahmans, with a 7-11
record, will host the rugged
Miami Hurricanes Friday and
Saturday. Game. time Friday
is• 3 p.m. and Saturday at 1
p.m.

Girl Netters
Top _Florida;
Meet Rollins
The women's tennis team
ran its winning streak to eight
games and 'its record to 8-0 as
the Brahmans defeated the
University of Florida 8-1 last
weekend for the second time
this .year.
Everything goes on the line
this Saturday morning when
the USF netters host Rollins
College in a match which
would very well decide- the
state championship. Game
time is 10 a.m

You keep flunking
your best subject?

· Think it over; ove-r coffee.
TheThink Drink~- ·-USF Photo

·roryouro•Nft Think Otink Mui, s,nd 7 Se andyournam• and address t~
' ..:.T hink Drink Mu~. Dept. N. P.O. Box 559, No?wYork, N. Y. 1004 6. Th@ l nt @rna ti onal Coffee 01g1n1nt1011

Brahman Golf Team

·r :-r-----r------,r------,-----r--.

r. BrahrTlan Golfers . Finish

Fischback clinched the victory for USF by edging O'Malley in singles 6-3, 6-8 and 6-4,
giving the Brahmans a cushioned 5-11ead'. '-"'·- '- .,_

The creeping ivy of Notre
Dame wilted in the Florida
sun last Satu'r day as USF's
men's tennis squad soundly
upset the Irish 7-2. The win
was the second of the weekend for the Brahmans · who
downed Jacksonville here 6-3·
Friday night.

PAUL del\fESQUITA, playing the tough number slot, defeated Notre Dame's top rrian
Bernie LeSage 6-3, 6-4. Mike .
Saine and Herb Yohner also
netted singles and doubles
wins. , Saine downed Jim
Faught, 6-2, and 7-5 while Yohner dropped Whiting 6-1, 6-3.
They, teamed up to c defeat

"WHO? NOTRE DAME? I
thought the 'ND' on their
shirts stood for North Dade."
. "We're winning? You're
kidding?"
Such were the courtside
comments Saturday aH;ernoon.
"Prestige-wise, it's t h e
greatest tennis victory ever
for USF," Coach Spafford
Taylor said. His Brahams are
now 7-2 for the season.

a

The Brahmans, under the
fine direction of Coach Wes
Berner, are 13-1-1 o_n the season, the finest in the University's history. USF finished 14-9
last year.
·
Since · dropping an opening
day match to the University
of Florida, defending NCAA
champions, _ the Brahmans
have won 13 straight and hope
to add to the string this weekend.
The Brahmans have also
made fine showings in several
tournaments this ' year. They
placed fourth in . the Florida Intercollegiate Tournament
which was held at the USF
course; seventh _in a field of
43 ·teams in the University of
Miami Invitational; fifth in
the Cape Coral-Invitational.
Berner attributes the team's
success to hard work and experience. "We've had quite a
few boys back from last year
who have learned a lot from
playing that year and improv_.
ing on their game," he said.

USF has been paced this
season by consistent performances of Bob McKenty, Gil
Happel, Joe Merica , Bill
Dykeman, and Warren Wilhite. Other linkers who have
turned . in fine showings include Tom Robertson, Cail
Pearce, and Jed Johnson.

IM., Softball,
-Tenni-s Begin
This Week
Teams competing for the
various inti:amural league
crowns . entered the home
stretch this week as Quarter
III intramurals competition
began.
·
Softball and tennis actions
pegan . last Monqay. Also
scheduled on the slate this
quarter will be track and field
_a nd two additions to the program, wrestling and golf.
Track competition, originally scheduled for May 1-3, has
been changed to May 8-10,
Mike Vacher of the intramwal office said. The entry deadline for the meet was moved
up from May 27, to May 30.

PE Proficiency
Tests To Start
N,ext Wednesday
Physicai Education' profi~
ciericy tests in eight sports
will be given Wednesday,
April 23 for those students
wishing to waiver a particular
sport.
Tests that will be offered in~
c 1 u d e swimming, fencing,
archery, go 1 f, basketball,
bowling, tennis and badminton.
Students wish-ing for a waiver in swimming, however;.
should report to the Natatorium between 1 :30 and 3 :30
Registration will take place at
the Natatorium and you must
present your student 1.0:
card.
·
For those students wishing
to waiver any one of the other
s~ven ·sports, you .ini£sT•regis;
ter no later than- this Friday 't
in PED 214. You must register in the ~hy~icat·Educqtion
office prior .to· '1 fakirig ··Toe·
proficiencies. . Registration
ends Friday afternoon. For •
any additional information·
phone Miss Jane Cheatham at
Ext. 125.
.

It's
Coming
April 30

Deadline Friday 12 Noon

ORACLE CLASSIFIEDS

"Francis Albert Sinatra
Does His Thing''
(One more tin1e!)

If~oumissedFrank's--.
DIAHANN CARROLL and
show last Fall, take
THE FIFTH DIMENSION!
heart! We're bringAnd ofcour~e, same gfeatsponsor.
ing the whole Thing (But you kriow that) -:···
back for an encore
MONDAY, APRIL 21
... same great Sinatra
CBS-TV 9 - 10 p.m. EST
... same great guests:·

Mayes Sul» Shop
1001 s.N. 30th St.

Phone 9i2-02ta

Friday night Pe r k i n s
against Jacksonville, 'Yohner, .
Brewer - and ·Fishchbach all
were victorious in singles
while deMesquita-Perkins and
Brewe1· - Fischbach nabbed
doubles victories.

HE CITED the team for a
"naturally inspired" effort,
especially Glenn Brewer and
Bill Fishchbach. Brewer is
the oniy Brahman netter undefeated in both singles and
doubles competition this year.
Saturday afternoon he coasted
past Notre Dame's Greg Murray 6-1 and · 6-2, then teamed
with Fishchbach for a doubles
victory over Tom Whiting and
Rob O'Malley 6-1, and 6-3.

Best. Season Saturday
_.USF's red hot golf team will
close out its regula r season
schedule this Saturday after:aoon when the Brahmans host
Stetson and Tampa University
i~ thre~-way match.

Faught-Early 3-6, 6-1 and 6-4.
Notre Dame's Mike Reilly
grabbed the only singles win
for the Irish by edging Dan
P erkins 6-4, 2-6, and 6-3. Reilly and LeSage teamed up to
nip deMesquita-Perkins in
doubles 6-4, 5-7 and 7-5.

(but check your local listing just to be sure.)

Budweiser. is the King of Beers.
(But you know that.)
ANHEUSER•BUSCK, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS AN GELES • TAM PA • HOUSTON • COLUMIIUS
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Twins Work
In D.C

As Guides
By JOHN GUGGENHEIM
Feature Editor
Yesterday,- Abra'ham -!Lincoln's assassina,'tjciri- \Vas commemorated for the 104th

tune.

THREE STUDENTS were
, especially aware of this event
since they have just returned
from Lincoln's place of murder: Ford's Theatre in Washington D.C.
Speaking about their experiences while working at Ford's
last quarter, Nelson and Phil
Cusmano twin b r o t h e r s,
along with Michael Tennent,
explained what kind of jobs
they performed anti where

DAY SERVICE!

SHIRTS, SWEATERS
DRESSES & JACKETS

HIGGINS UNIFORMS
5108 Nebraska Ave. 233-1821

♦ ~•~-~T~~

♦

♦

r.t?lE:9

..~~~~Sot. ;
3 Color Progroms M ♦
First Outdoor Showing

UCHARLY"
Cliff

♦

♦

Claire
Bloom

♦ Roberts••

'

♦

DEBORAH
♦
KERR

♦

ALSO

♦ "THE AFRICAN
10:45
QUEEN" ♦
♦ KATHERINE HUMPHRET ♦
HEPBURN
BOGART

♦♦

ALL

igro~i'liJGi~M M ♦♦

♦

JOH:l~g1.sr

♦

"TOM JONES"
ALBERT FINNEY

♦

s_ eiet! •. ,,·s,.

♦

♦

♦,•
THURS.- FRI.-SAT. •.♦
■ ALL COLOR PROGRAM jQJ •

•

• .. "YOURS, MINE and OURS"
•
YAH JOHNSON
►
ALSO
"CAU ME DWANA"
►
BOB
ANITA

..

HOPE

EKBE RG

•
•
•
:

..a.

Correspondent
The "Soundsations" program sponsored by the University Center Music Committee which featured the "lyrical rock" g r o u p, "Good
Earth", last Thursday night
was a complete success.

THE GROUP received three
standing ovations from an alinost capacity crowd. Dur~ng
the one hour and forty minute
concert the audience made no
noise and the applause ceased
only when the group began
another selection.

THEY PRODUCED a range
of music from groups such as
the Beatles, Rolling Stones, a
selection from Hair and some
of their own work which will
be released in an album soon .
All those who for some unfortunate reason did not attepd this concert, missed ;i
most entertaining _experience.

Pepsi
Pours It ·on

ALSO
~
FIRST TAMPA SHOf,)HG _ / -

"BACKTRACK~

Thursday 17th

Meet Charlie Flowers~

Friday 18th

At The New
.

The two members of the
group, Bill Swaford and Jim
Dawson, are true entertainers. They not only played and
sang well but offered interesting and sometimes comical, informal introductions.

Now ;P-la<:ed

-

LET'S All GO TO

By DALE FISHER

Beats The

♦
.

'Soundsations'
Big Success

160 Co-Ops

"SINFUL DAVY"

Saturday 19th

--

ATLANTIC.

Come Join The Fun!

&.~~*.-'e~h

.FRE;E II:
"All:.~niversity'~ D!nner

In 14 States
Cooperative Education students from USF returned to
classes for third quarter after
completing a one - quarter
work period.
More than 160 students were
placed in jobs · in 14 states.
The Co-op program places
students in industry in jobs.
relating to their field of study.
· The students, w h o worked
for some 74 employers
throughout the United States.alternate a quarter of training
with a quarter of study. The
employers cooperate with the
University in order to provide
experience in the students'
area of professional interest,
blending theory with practice: ·

Hamburger-Fr~nch Fries

Faculty Children
Begins Saturday
The April storytelling for
the children of students, staff
and faculty will take place
this Saturday and the following Saturday, April 26 at
10 :30 a.m. in the Instructional
Materials Center on the first
floor of the Education Building.
The program will be " Brer
Rabbit Tales" told in dialect
with songs, games, and recording of the South. The program
is ?ne hour long.
Those interested shoul!i call
Miss Patricia A. Williams at
Educational Resources at ext.
341 for reservations.

Jewish Students
To Elect Officers
Jewish students at USF are
invited to participate in the
election of new officers for the
Jewish Student Union, Hillel,
of USF on Thursday, at 7:30
p.m. in UC 201.
All paid members of the
union are eligible to vote ;µid
run for office. Dues may be
paid at the election meeting.

off~or.more

Tires - Oil
Batteries - plus
many more

Coke
Temple

China offer
4 Piece Place Setting

Terrace

Only
With Certificate

Storytelling For

,-

:NELSON CL"SMANO
••• was there

Ford Draped In Crepe After Assassination

Taste That

Others Cold;

PHIL CUSMANO
••. was there

-----------

TWINS

The Cooperative Education
Association and the Cooperative Education Division o1 the
American Society for Engineering Education have selected the Tampa Bay area as
the site for their 1971 annual
meeting. The hotel headquarters have not yet been selected.
.

♦
.

ALSO
7:30

DAVID
NIVEN

CUSMANO

♦

♦ "PRUDENCE AND THE ♦
PILL"
♦

THE

IjINCOLN

shared an · apartment nearby
the theatre and Tennent lived
a few streets . away from
them. It was the first time the
Cusmano's had worked at the
theatre, but it was the second
year for Tennent, in the program.
According to the students
the Ford Theatre's productions played to a capacity audience on weekends and close
to a full house on week nights.
The co-op students summed .
up their working experience
"as an informative and an enjoyable experience. " The Cusmano twins said they thought
the job was especially interesting for Tennent since he is
a history major although they
considered it a good experience for themselves.

MONOGRAMING

ONE

they lived during their three
month stay.
THE STUDENTS worked in
Washington in conjunction
with the Co-operative Education program.
Tennent and the Cusmano's
worked five days and a few
nights a week as tour guides
in the theatre. The three wore
green military uniforms for
their costumes while they
gave a 10 to 15 minute lecture
on the theatre's history. They
would then take the visitors to
the museum for 45 minutes to
an hour, and then across the
street to the home Lincoln
died in for a tour.

FREEII

Starter Set
3 Win~hester Crystal
Cut Glasses

.,_. . . ,_ _ g

Either offer Free w/ purchase of 8 gal. or more.

FLOWERS'

ATLANTIC

Fowler and 56th Street
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Experiment VI Offers
Eve Of Dancing, Acting

'Royal Gambit~· Comedy
With Profound Overtone$
I

\

By DOUG KAYE
Corr~spondent
"Royal Gambit" OJ?ens to•
morrow at 8; 30 in Centre
Stage for a three·week run,
April 17•19, 24-26, and May 1·3.
It has been stated before that
the play is about Henry VIII,
but ' the question remains:
How is it about Henry VIII?
CARL WILLIAMS; ·who has
directed the show for Theatre
USF, described his interpreta·
tion of what the playwright
had written:
" In developing the erotic
and serio•comic relationships
between Henry VIII and his
six wives, the author of
"Royal Gambit" is creating
a parable of modern times. He
argues that man in his pres•
ent state of anxiety and dis-orientation can be traced back

to the themes and ideas that
Henry lived by, and that. our
present ·situation is a direct
result of Henry's emancipa•
tion of himself and his people.
"THE PLAY is a comedy
with very profound overtones,
and while it is concerned with
man's inability to live in this
world, it is not negative, but
rather very optimistic that if
we rediscover 'eternal values'
there is hope for u·s all.
''He develops the parallels
of Henry's time to our own
time, with a . very ironic and
perceptive humor; the struc•
ture of the play, which sup•
ports this, is highly original
and has not been used in any
other play."
OF THE CAST, 'Williams
said that Jack Belt (Henry) is
splendid, and the girls are in•

I

.Hold your own .

I

I

VINYL TOTE BAG KEEPS YOUR
COLT 45 MALT LIQUOR.COLD.$3.95

II

Cool idea for boat, beach, barbecue, ballpark. This 17" tall,
full color Colt 45 Malt liquor "can" holds the real thing .•. up
to 18 twelve-ourtce cans. Sports an adjustable strap, . heavy
insulation, and zipper top.

.
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dividually ideal, and together
compose a perfect combination of wives. He raved about
their love . for the play, and,
the enthusiasm and excitement that they maintained
throughout rehearsals and
will inevitably keep up
throughout the run of the
show.
Assorted comments from
the cast confirmed this attitude, and expressed regret
that it was all going to be
over with s o soon.
THE COMPANY, as a whole,
seems to be overwhelmingly
compatible. Just mention the
show around the theatre and
an array of glowing reports
can be heard, from · assistant
director Don Moyer down
through the understudies,
Alvis Sherouse and Kaki ,Robertson. Stage manager George
Gould goes around beaming,
· despite his ulcer, and his as•
sistant, Laurie Tummolo, stat•
ed, " Never has so much been

..

-

:

j

tote bags.

:
J have enclosed $3.95 check or money order for each.
Nam£! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ;

accomplished by so few in
little time !"

•
so

UGHTING DE.SIGNER and
technical director . Eldon Mecham expressed his enjoyment
working with · Williams ·and
Russell Whaley, designer.
"They both are of a profes•
sionally high calibre," he
said. Mecham is assisted by
Rich Sharkey.
Whaley, who designed sets
and costumes, described the
problems in presenting a
show on Centre S t a g e. The
script originally called for a
more -of less massive scenic
element, and the ·costumes, if
strict to the period, should be
very ornate, elaborate, and
·heavy, too. However, this
would not read well on the
Centre Stage, due to size and
audience proximity.
"'BEING OONSCIOUS of the
playing situation," Whaley ex•
plained "we simplified the
wardrobe - kind of abstracted it."

J. Kronsnoble ·Presents

'Empathetic' Art Display
By LAURA SCBWARTL
Correspondent

tones, and dehumanized con•
cems enveloping the physical
Far from the slick mechani• . and artistic presence of much
(Indicate home address if oiler is void• in the state where you attend college.) :
zation,
commercial under• of contemporary environment,
Cj ty_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State
~zip _ _ _ :

College _ ~ - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - :
Address------,-- --:-::-..,.-,-,-- -:-:---:---:-:-: -:;--::-:-;;~
Ma il to Tote Bag, Box 1800, Baltimore, Maryland 21203.

;

.....···--. .. -··· ··· --················ ·-··· ......... ····························--···~
•Offer ..,·oid in the foUawing states and where. prohibited by .11'."';
Dislr~I of Columbit, Mkhi "•
North Cuclma. Ohio, Oreian. Pennsylvania, Ulah, Vir110,1. W1sh1n1ton, Texu, Verm nt.

The USF Dance Theatre,
headed by Chifra Holt, will be
ma-king their first off•campus
appearance Friday evening at
Experiment VI, an experi•
mental theatre that opened
last year, •providing the
Tampa community with theat•
. rical •p erformances, guitarists,
children's theatre, p o e tr y
readings, and now dance.

1iliS

Jeffrey Xronsnoble presents a
warm, empathetic and capably executed display of draw•
ings and paintings in his
Teaching Gallery (FAH 110)
exhibition
"Accent on
Aesthetics."

Faculty. Flu~ist
Gives Recital

)

1.

not a strong species for it
does not maintain itself, but
unfortunately it propogates its
misery in the next generation.

Admission is by season
ticket or single purchases of
$2.50 (public), and $L50 (stu•
dent) .

UC'....MOVIE COMMITTEE
\

i:!

THE UPCOMING produc•
tion at Experiment VI in•
eludes a performanc~ by the
Dance Theatre and a presen•
tation of August Strindberg's
"Miss Julie." Beginning F fi•
day at 8 :30 p.m., the prodt.ic•
tion will run April 25, 26, and
May 2 and 3. The Theatre is
located at 901 E . Bird St.
The dance portion of the
program features a duet by
Miss Holt and Gerald Pas•
cual. Pascual is director teacher • choreographer for
the City . Center Ballet of
Tampa. The music to be used
·was composed by Dr. Theo•
, dore Hoffman, professor of
- Humanities at USF.
DANCE STUDENTS per•
forming include Nancy Barber, Mary Christopher, Chris
Dale, Nina Fedorovich, Hay•
doe Gutierrez, Cynthia Ingra•
ham , Kay Johnson, Cathy Mil•
ler, George Mills, and Kathy
Wynns.
Strindberg'5 "Miss Julie"
was written in the f880's but
his thoughts concerning the
play foreshadow the contempo•
r lry ideas of Pinter, Beckett,
and Albee. He writes in the
Preface : " 'Miss- Julie' is a
· modern character not because
the man•hating half woman
has not always existed, but
because now she has been
brought out into the open. It is

PRESEN TS

APRIL 18-19 & 20 7:30 P.M.
STARRING: STUART WHITMAN
AND

SARAH MILES
Special Showing Sat. - 10:30 P.M.
Admission - 35c Business Auditorium
(BSA)

HtltM BJtotbM
FLORIDA

Musical Trio
To Play Here .

HIS FIGURES speak to the
vi~wer with a soft, comfort•
, able kind of emotion. Profound·
ly personal, yet easily rela•
·--- table (to the viewer's own
' or vicariously experienced
scope), are Kronsnoble's fam•
The Musical Arts Trio will
ily scenes.
perform on campus next
Miss Rearick is in her sixth
Here the "accent on aestheyear as flute instructor at
tics" must be most emphatic. Tuesday as a part of the USF
Chamber Music Series. The
USF. She will be assisted by For·
without their dynamic
Dr. Gary Wolf, piano and
admission.free concert will
control of composition and
begin at 8:30 p.m. in the Fine .
harpsichord, a n d Spencer
compelling use of positive and
Lockwood, percussion.
Ar.ts Auditorium.
negative, space, they could
The recital will feature ba•
The Trio consists of John
easily have become cliched
roque and 20th centucy coni•
portraiture. But this very Wummer, flute, David ·Sack•
positions. The baroque compo~mpetence · in the aesthetic ·son, violin and viola, and Jositions will be "Sonata in D
realm heightens their human seph Wolman, piano. - ;; .
Minor'': by"T~eman, and "SoThese widely acclaimed' art• .
identity.
nata in B-Flat Major" . by
ists will present a balanced
JUXTAPOSITION of conno- program spanning t h r ' e e
C.P.E ..Bach.
.•20th century Fren!=h selec• tatively · distant but visually centuries. The program will
tions will include' two words harmonious images creates a include "Trio Sonata in B
·by Jacques Ibert, "Piece ·tor provoking literal and perhaps Minor" by Loeillet, " Concert
Flute Alone" and "Concerto". symbolic ·_ depth in the works. Piece" by Gordeli, "Trio So·
Works by modern American
For example, the. forms of nata" by J. S. Bach, "Sonata
composers -will be "Serenade" the racing car, human nude No. 17 in A Major for Violin
by Howard Hanson, and and facial portraits in "The and Piano" by W. A. Mozart,
"Duettino Concertante for Artist and His Wife," and the "The Jet Whistle" by Villa•
_Flute and P~cussion" by ·In· architectural, human and ve- -Lobos, and "Trio" by C. M.
golf Dahl.
getalrange in "Flags."
von Weber.

Martha Reari<:k, associate
professor of Music, will pres. ent a · Faculty Flute Recital
Thursday at 8:30 'p.m. in the
Fine Arts Auditorium.

U-Sf . ·concert Band Tour

MARTHA REARICK ...
In Concert Thursday

Has Thr~e-Fold Purpose
Believe . . .
1970 car
at 1960 pric~. ' ·

ELLE.ti ADAMS
. Correspondent

students during the tour.
and it is at the invitation of
The tour has a three.fold the MENC."
purpose, Dr. Gale Sperry, diTHE BAND will play ten
A caricert for the Music Ed· rector · of University bands, contemporary selections for
ucators National Convention said. "Audiences ip smaller the regular tour concerts, four
(MENC), at Mobile, Ala., Sat• communities who normally do of whic]:1 will be playJd at the
urday, will climax a busy tour not have the opportunity to MENC.
the USF Concert Band .this hear band music will have
These include " Fanfare
quarter.
that chance," he said.
from La . Peri" by Paul
DAY concerts will be given
. "ALSO, REPEATED per• Dukas, "Sinfonietta" by In•
in· high · scnools . today .
tormances of- the same pro. golf Dahl, "Molly on the
Ocala, Thursday a.t -- Perry, gram ·allow the band to raise Shore" by Percy Grainger,
and Friday at Panama City. the quality of performance to
and "Dyptich" by Gunther
Evening concerts will ·-he a higher degree than could be Schuller.
given for the general public done with one performance."
GUNTHER SCHULLER will
today at Gainesville, · Thurs-An ulterior motive, Sperry ·be a guest at- the convention,
day at Tallahassee, and Fri• admitted, is to attract stu- • and it is possible that he will
day at Pensacola.
dents ,io USF, regardless of conduct "Dyptich," depending
THE FINAL CONCERT will their field of academic inter• on rehearsal time, Dr. Sperry
be given for the MENC at Ma-· est, by publicizing the Univer• said.
Sperry believes the concert
bile on Saturday. Band mem- sity. "This is the first time,"
hers will ·be guests in the . said Sperry, "that the band for the MENC will b r i n g
"quite a bit of recognition not
homes. of high · school ban~ . has been out of state on tour,
only for the •band but for the
University itself." ·

·. SEE THE

MAVRICK! .

for

junior raz-ma-taz

at

Theatre ~uggests:
Come Get. Gagg ed

THIS WEEKS ~PECIALS
3401 -.Florida Avenue . .

N. Dale Mabry

'67 Mustang

'6.7 Chevrolet·

Convertible, V-8, Auto;/power.

Impala SS, bucket seats, console,
,
air/power. .
.

$1674°

0 .

$1995°0

'68 Fiat

'65 Mustang

Red with blaclc convertible top.

·6-Cyl., standard

··$1099°0

Experiment Theatre• · this
Friday : at 2 will try to com•
municate. And as if it weren't
enough. trouble trying to· com•
municate, those co~unicat•
ing will be blind or speechless. And those who will -be ·
blind or· speechless will ·· be
those in attendance.
IN OTHER WORDS - it's
audience · involvment time·
again as Experimental. Thea•
tre pre_sents another one of its
weirdo Happenings. A brief ·
· recap of . past' Happenings:
"Flight I", in 1966; implied
the history of man_'s fascination with flying. "Newbodies",
in 1968, stressed man's dissa•
tisfaction with the human
form.
"Babble One (etc.)" , last
quarter, • emphaslied 'the ab•

L....;:::::::;._:=========;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;_.iiiiii_......__________.,. ·

surdity of words.
·And this current Happening
- "Hearnoevil" - will proba•
bly make no more sense than
the previous ,ones. Jack Belt,
as always, is the innovator of
this madcap concept.
If ·"Babble One . . . " was ·
any· indication, then the basic
raison d'etre of "hearnoevil"
should be to have fun and par•
ticipate. People will be blind•
folded and-or gagged, and
what happens after that, only
the Great Director in the Sky

knows.
So • • . Friday, 2 p.m., in
the Centre Stage (unless it is
otherwise reported), PARTIC·
IPATE. Come prepared to
sacrifice (temporarily) your
senses.

Vamp .into those very important happenings in t his lacey
little number. Long torso blouson with a sat in hipsash above
t he short ruffled skirt. Beige
only, 3-11, and it's only $32
skiddoo! The twenties are
ro ari n g in Maas Junior
Dresses, aU st ores except
Gandy Blvd. Store for Homes.

SPEEDAMOTIVE, INC.
HI SPEED & POWER EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
10024-30th ST. PHONES 935-1101, 1102

FREE TR ANSISTOR RADIO
1

With A Purchase of $50,00 or more
. .
KENDALL, RING.FREE, VALVOLINE , AND CASTROL MOTOR OILS BY THE
QUART OR BY THE CASE

.

.

FREE .T .SHIRT
WITH A PURCHASE OF
$10.00 OR MORE ONLY ON WEEKENDS
STEERING WHEELS, NOVEL TY RADIOS, HELMETS, COMPLETE
ASSORTMENT OF GEARSHIFT KNOBS MAG WHEELS.

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM, WE'LL HELP YOU SOLVE IT.
SERVICE, QUALiTY & EXPERIEN CE-OUR MOTTO
WE'RE OPEN FROM NINE 'TIL NINE_: MON., WED., & FRI.
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

THi ORACLE-April 16, 1969, U. of South Flori..,__,
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SAVE 10% ON ·*

BOOK SALE

listed Prices *
Up To 70% Off*

SAVE 10% ON
* listed Prices
* Up To 70% Off

(Not Good On Textbooks)

Purchases over $1.00

Purchases over $1.00

9917. FASHION From

1. Amerlc:on Footlioll League: THE $400,000 9UARTERIACII".
By B. Curran. The founding and first 5 years of ffl• A. f.L.
full story of behind the scenes drama that led to th• signing
of Joe Namath and development of • thriving new major
league. Pub. at $4. ~S.
Only Sl . 00

Allcle■t

Egypt To The Present Day.

9525. THE COLLECTOR'S BOOK OF THE LOCOMO•

A T,_;u;.y OF THE WORLD'S GREAT PRINTS Fro111
Durer to Chaqoll. Selected & Presentad by Stephen Lon91treet. 232 p r inh, 28 in full color. Magnificent (91/, x 121/4)

volume presenting outstanding print masterpieces by the great
arthts of the world with an account of their lives and times
spanning 400 years of etchings, engravings, lithographs and
woodcuts. Orig. pub. at $15,00. New, compleie ed. Only $5.95

r:~

l;

14:Z INDIAN & ESKIMO ARTIFACTS Of NORTH AMERICA, By C. Mile s. Over 2000 examp_les in this piclor!al

NEW YORK, NEW YORK: The City As Seen ly Masters of Art ond Literature. Ed. by L. Rust Hill, & John Go r•

SONG OF Hl~V(~TH.A 0 , By
low. A fac sinilie eclittcln> of
which weaves fQg~t~,r :the
Rare edition e nhan c, d with

DECORATIVE ART Of VICTORIA'.S ERA. By F.

Lic hten . 500 drawings & photos. Sumptuo us volume depi cting 19th century taste and style in every conceivable
fi eld-furniture, fashion, needlework, ornamental art,
.,rchiteclu re , floral bea uty, industrial design , metalwork,
etc. Great source book for a rtist, d esigner, historian,
those inte re sted in the manners of t he good old days.
9 x 12. Orig. Pub. at $12. 50.
Only $4,95

:1

I
;

Col. I
..

Ta rot Cards. By Ed en Gray. The 78 c ards a re auth e ntically
illustrated in this easy-lo-use explanation of the mystic symb olism on these ancient fortune telling cards. 9¼ x 6 1/, . O rig.

.

o•~M

GREAT PRIVATE COLLECTIONS. Ed. by Dou9lu
Cooper. lntrod. by Kenneth Clark. Over ◄00 magnificent
photos, 70 in full color. Sumpluous volume I II¼ x 12½ I
showing 26 of the finest art collections in Europe and Ameri•

:·. : J

9962. GUIDE TO EARLY AMERICAN HOMES (NORTH &
SOUTH! . 2 Vols. in I. By D. & R. Pratt . A t reasury of

O•ly $15.95

over 320 pictures a nd f ascinating dHcription s of 1800 histo ric: houses from Tide water Ma ryl a nd to Arkansas , from
Maine to Dela ware, from Missouri and Tenne ssee to Florida,
from Cape Cod 'to Wisconsin · and Illinois. Full of information
on nat ional shrines, museum ho uses a nd vi llages restoration,
and private homes open to the p ublic. Travel information,
etc, Orig, Pub. in 2 Vols. at $13.90 .
O■ ly $3,95

Anthology of the Night

98G5. THE ARRANGEMENT. By Elia Kuan. The original

c•-paintings from the Old ·Mutars to contemporary, sculp•
tur•, primit ive a rt and a ntiquities:, Chinese bronzes •nd
cer•mlcs, Faberges, etc. from the collections of B. Berenson, Nelson Roc kefeller , Stavros Niarchos. S.ron Eli de
Rothschild, J . P.ul Getty, HM the King of Sweden, others.

NATIONAL PARKS. By P. J ense n. l avishly 11.l ustrated
with Fu!I Color Photos. G uide to the National Park s and
Monuments o f the USA. Incl udes pa rk services , campgrounds ,
lodges, mote ls, type of . wuther, t ravel a nd r eservat ion
information. 8 i 1111,. Pub. at $5.95,
Only $2.98
215'. THE GREAT DAYS OF THE CAPE HORNERS. By Y. Le

Sea l. 911, x 12,. Nea rly 100 r are and memor a bl e photos p lus
line drawings a nd illustrations detailing ri9, construc tion, et c.
The fascina ting history of the last great steel hulled sailing
ships built to out pe rform <1nd compete with st eam powered
vesse ls, Pub. •t $7.75.
Only $4.95

cloth bound edition of t he # I best seller about ·a Hollywood writer, apparently successful b ut smothering in his
marriage, sexual escapades, work and frie ndships.
Pub. at $6.95,
Only Sl,98
9Z35. COLLECTING
illustrated story of
until . mode rn t imes,
map cards, etc . Pub.

PLAYING CARDS. By S. Mann. Fully
p laying cards from t he 16t h century
incl. Tarot cards, tax $lamps, French
at $4 .95.
.Only $1.98

9949. THE NATURE OF ART. Ed. by Joh n Gassner & S.
Thomas. Profuse ly Il lus. Treasury of notable writings by and
about artists and their work, provid ing a true understand ing
of a rt t hrough the ages. Incl. w ritings by Da Vinci, De lacroix, Vasari, Berenson, Gombrich, etc,
$
Pub. at $7.50.
Only 3.95

9774. THE COMPLETE KENNEDY WIT.. Ed. by Bill Ad ler.
The w a rm 9ood humor and ha ir-trigger wit- quotations from
President Kennedy'• c:hildhood, youth ful days in college a nd
the Navy, throu9h his early political caru r, on to the
Sen •t• and Presidency. Pub. at $5.75.
Only $1.49

.-~
_.~

.

fl2&. A SOCIAL HISTORY OF FURNITURE DESIGN. From
1300 8.C. , to 1960. By J ohn G loag. 344 illus ., 4 in color.
from ancient Egyptian and Greek c raftsmen to contemporary
st yle, changing c haracte r of furniture d ..ign is d escribed
and shown in det•iled illustratian; reflecting ha bits manners
Hd fashions _through the centuries. 8~ x 11¼. •
Pub. •I $12; 50;
Only $6.95

DUCK SHOOTING. Ed by Eugene V. Co~n•tt. 200

Illus. with 12 b eautif ul. Full Color re p rod uctions. Sup er b book
wlth. spec:i•l. emph~ is' q n the Atlantic: Tid e water from New
Brunswk k, C anad a , to t he marshes of Louisiana, with sound
advice o n decoys, ri9 s, blinds, boats, retrievers, etc:. 8¼ x
II ¼. Pub. at $1 5.00.
·
Only $5.95

9766.

MOTHERS AND AMAZONS. By Hel~!i".Din41,.,. ln_t~.
by Jos. Campbell. History of female "dom1na ted",SOC1e~1es
t hat axisted i n earlier civilizations and warrior women dis• •
p olling the n aivete of male sup eriority •nd its effect on
sexu.l reldions. Pub. at $7.50.
·
Only $2.91
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9199. EARLY AMERICAN FURNITURE MAKERS. By
Thomas H. Ormsbee. 122 Photos. An account of the
makers and their designs from rhe Pilgr im centu ry t hrough
the Chippendale,, Phyfe and his contemporaries, the
Yankee clockmakers, etc, Chronological list of manuf acturers. New, comp lete ed.
Only $1.98
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9937.

VICTORIAN NARRATIVE PAINTINGS. By R. lister. 61
Illus., 3 in Colo r, Sixty outstanding pictures of Victorian
life are accompanied by de1criptive and critical commentary,
Ail are charm ing in• their technique and the stories the y t ell,
Paintings by Rosselli, Sargent, Miliais, etc.
Pub. at $7,50.
Only $3.95

9103.

A Sondburg Family Song look: SWEET MUSIC. By

H el9a Sandburg. Prefac·e by Carl Sandburg. Tha words and
musi c to 157 song s freq uently sung in t he Sandbur9 home
Includes son;, ~ y Sand b~rg him,elf, Woody G uthrie, Ala~
loma_x a nd C harlie Byrd with guitar a rra ngements by Ri cha rd
Har mon. 3~ photos from t he fami ly a lbum including some by
Edwa rd Ste ichen. 8 x 11 1/, . Pu b. at $7.95,
Only ·$1.18

& 'Dorothy ' Getlein·. lllus:'·w ith oYer 290 prints. Ha ndsome
survey of the relation of prints t o ·society from t he time
of Durer through the works of Rembrandt, Callo!, Hogarth,
Goya , Daumier, Rouault and others to modern t imes includin9 •n explan.tion of . the .physical p roce ss of prin t
making. 71/, x 10•/i . Pub. at$12.SO.
Onlr $3.95

9570, IODY CONTROL AND PHYSICAL FITNESS. By H.
Gawer & H. Michelman. Rev. Ed. lllu,. How to build up , .
strengthen or reduce any part of t he body and how t o
maintain physical fitna55 includ ing isomet ric: exercises.
· Ori<J", Pub. •t $3.95. ·
011ly $1.49
9146• . ALASKAN-YUKON TROPHIES WON AND LOST. By
G . 0 . Young. 72 illus. Adventures of a 3 man hunting exped i.t ion exp~encing the most t rying c ond itions of ·t he e lements
in awesome, magnificent country. Pub. at $6.00. Only $2,91

9462. . BRITISH POTTERY' AND PORCELAIN. By S. W. Fisher.
16 photos & 42'drawi ngs. An introduc tion to the subject starting w.ith t he early history and its sp read from China to
Earope with informat ion on every En91ish and Welsh factory
of any importance. Pub. at $4.00.
Only S1.49
.105. GREAT TRUE HUNTS. Ed. by P. Barret t. 126 hand some
Photo s, half in Full Color. Big, exciting volume on b ig game
hunting from Mozambique to Mexico, i n the Middle East,
Africa , Alaska , etc . with hunters and famous men , inc lud • ·
ing: J oe Foss, The Shah of Ira n, Tito, Roy Rogers , Kirk
Douglas, Prince Bernhud , and others. 8¾ x 11 ¼· ·
Pub, al $14.75.
Only $4,95

971?, THE ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE OF NEWPORT, R.I.
By A. Downing and V. Scully. 500 Illus., including Archit ectu ra l Drawings, Di agrams and a foldout map. As a showcase of American architecture, colonial & gilded age, New- .
port is · wit hout parallel. Incl. photos of interiors and furnishings, 526. pages. 11 ½ x 8¾. Pub. al $22.50. Only $10.95

9729. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BRITISH POmRY AND PORCE•
LAIN MARKS. By G . Go dden. Monume ntal volume lists and
illustrates over 4,000 British· ceramic marks. Arranged alphabetically with biograp hie s, d ates, manufacturers, etc. Reproductions of marks arranged in chronological order. A must
for the collecto r. 765 p ages. 10 x 7½.
Pub. at $ 15 .00.
Only $5.9$

200. LOG OF THE MAYFLOWER. By P. J . Simon. A vivid
. recreat ion·4f.the Mayflower 's 'dramatic crossing , the confli ct
be tween the Leyden Pilgrims and the Londone rs, and the
personalities o f Wm. Brewster, W m. Bradford, Myles Stan•
dish, Priscilla Mullins, etc. Pub. at $3, 50.
Only Sl.49
8649. WILD IILL AND DEADWOOD: A Pfctorlaf Album •f
Jomes Butler Hickok. By M. Fielaer'. O ver 200 rare photos
In this account of the life of the famo us W estern g unman
who wa s . c ,.lled peace -office r, ..I ndian flg ht&r , murd&re r.
gambler, scout , pat riot. 81/, x 10¼ . Pub. at $1 2,95. Only$3.95

.,

1617. ATLAN.nS: 1he AR1Nllwla11 World. By Ignatius Don, ·
nelly, A Modern Revised Edition edited b y Egerton Sykes. T"'
.:rauic -rk on the Loat Continent of Atlantic brought up IO
date with new facts and theories.
.
..
OriJI. Pub. at SS.ao.
OAly SUI
1764. A DICTIONARY OF. THE UNDERWORLD: American anti
British. By Eric Partridge. Fascinating, unique st udy of the ·
lang~age of the underworld and near-underworld of C(!n•
v icts, racketeero, b eggars, t ramps, crooks and the commercial
u nde rworld: while s lave, drug, etc, Pub. at $12.75. O nly $3.95

9563; uvlNG WITH DIABETES. By E. TolstoT, M.O. The . '
modern diabetic treatment whi,h permits norma l Jiving.
O ri9. Pub. at $2.5.0.
On.ly $1,00

BOOKSTORE
& CAMPUS
SHOPS
UNIVERSITY CENTER
ANDROS & ARGOS CENTERS

9437. CHESAPEAKc IAY: A Pic:toriol Moritfme History. By
M. V. Brewington. 340 photos, d r awings I: m•ps. A wHlth
of information and pictures of the history, veuels-s•il,.
steam, ferries; small power to ocean liners; ports, fishlntJ
activities frcim t h~ 16th cent ury to t he preunt. 71/, z 10¼.
Orig. pub . at $7.50,
Naw, cet■plete ■d. Ollly S2,91

·

9998. MY IIG IOOK OF CAT STORIES. Beautiful Illus. by
A. Sagur.many in f_ull color. Enchanting legends, fairy tales,
fa bles about kittens and cah from uound the world. Works
by Grimm, Lur, et c. Pub. a t $3.75.
.
Ollly$1,tl
97'1. A SOUND OF HORSES: The Werfcl of Racing Fre111
Eclipse to «elso. By 0 . Alexander. 36 photo, I: prints. lit
a nthology o f st ori.es covering origins, p ..t history and cen. ·
t • mporary scene • nd t h• colorful horses, men and an•C•
dot es that make up th• wonderful warld of ruin9.
Pub. at $6. 50.
....O■ly $2,tl

t·•
'
.

1695. A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE AMUICAN INDIAN.
· By Oliver La Farge . With 350 illustrat ions Including many full
color plates. The foremost authority on t he American lndl■n
relale• .their .~tory ,fr.om . t he time of 1he arrival of the firat
white me n lo the p resent in • hand,ame 91/4 x 12¼ volume
full .of rare· arid fuci11<1ling. pictures,
·
·
New, complete ed., Only $US

lJ.:;

~~~~:J.Ll?-19,·r,

·

9938. A. RUSSIAN SONG BOOK. By R. N. Rub in & M.

SrillmJn • .« ~1/c and popular songs wit h lyrici in English
; !lid ':Ru~iaJI~ Jf.4n1il,t!ration. Incl. Piano arrangem•nts, Q.Ullar
-~ i.,,HandsolT)fl 91ft format. Pub. at $3.95.
Only $1,tl

..r ·"-:~· ~ ·."'\.. _. \

f

'J

•

,:~::~JIFLEMA.N 'S PROGRESS. Writte n & Illus, by Ellle
.t ~ristian', Leni., Be'autifully pr oduced volume about one m.n's
rif(afci1re•!':tfcom "Camp Per,:y to African big game huntint
.,..11h ·;3~· photo~. a~d; 22 drawings. A truly d• hn:e volume for
the,,
sp,orbma.
n , hbra ry. 7•,4 x 11. Pub. •t $8.00. O•ly 53.91
10
·• • •
~ ~

r

.-.U;

•
••
I
1712. THE COMPLETE ILUISTIATED IOOK OF YOGA. lly
MIRO. By_-!•~guu _Dupi n. 115_8. !llus.,. ~~- large ;P!•,!~s, :- ·· S~ami
Vishoodenananda. Over HO fu!J. p~e photos. All the
in full color, 584 pg s:; 8>/, x I 17/, , Th,~ 1mm•n ••; m·agn1f1c<1nt
.
essentia
l knowledge: 1sonas, breathin{I exercias, conce.ntr• volume , complete ly designed by Miro is a comprehensive ex• .· : tion, meditat
ion, diet, philo1ophy, longevjty, training _proposition of hi, ·wo'r~· incl uding an extensive ill ustr~ted. c_atalo'l . . .gramJ, etc. Orig. Pub. •I SI0.00.
.·
Only ~-95
in addition to t~• hundreds of bea uiiful rep roductions. Pub.
at $35.00.
Only S15.95
9736, BRITISH MILITARY· SWORDS: From ·1800 to- The Pr- ·
~nt Doy. By J. Wilkin,on Latham. Over 75 lllu,. Fascinaiing
story of weapons incl , complete descriptions and illustrative
6910. THE BITE 'Of THE' MINl.· S,oJtire, ud Irony in
Only: $3.95
p
lates, Pub. a t $5,95. ' _
Woodcuts , Engravi ng s, Ef,'chin.g s: & ,Lithograp!!, , by Frank

SEE THESE • • • PLUS ~NY MORE. • • AND SAVE

US f-

l

3094.

;,

9984. TAROT REVEALED, A Modern Guide to Read ing The

d reds of photos in monochrome a nd Full Color by Fred
Lindho lm. A complete book of instruction from the begiMer to ad vilncod techniq ues e mbellished with a n
account of Eriksen's carur from his youth in Norway
through his racing and Olympic years to th e directorship
of one of th" great ski schools in the U.S. 8 x 11 ¼.
Pub. a t $1 2. 50.
Only $4.95

l .¾:=:7
· •· ·' ·'·'··

•

197. The Frederic: Reiillngtoit IHusft'oted Edit,i-11, ef.JHE , .
Hj~ri'._ _Wads,:,ort~,,_t;_ongfe_l: ..
th.. complete cliss,c; ,poem- : ·
be~ytj lu\ Indian ,.tr~ iti'!fl••: ,~
387 R.em,ngton pen and ,~ii ·
d rawings, fait hful ,r'e prasa nt_a tio_u ·Jit the . a·r.tu:.t .l:o~je c ts: .
in u s~ amonc:l t h!' vari_ous t ribe~,~ • •. th,,s c,1?Jl.a ,t19,n o f ; ,..,. , .·
d rawings a veritable mus eum o f fnd,an · a rtifacts · and
cu tiosit ies. ,
•. . ·.
'· -·: a
. : ; ·pnly ~ ;91! ,, ~

don. 24 color plates, 84 monochrome illus. finest a ccount of
300 yea rs of N.Y.C. 27 authors in clude W. Irving, Whitman,
Melville H. James Scott filtgerald, T. Wolfe, K. Anne
Porter ' Malam ud j_ Baldwin and 78 artists include W.
Home;, Billows, j _ Marin, R. Marsh, Ben Sh'ahn, E. Hopper,
Mondrian. 9 x II. Pub. a t $1 2.50.
. Only $5.95

9006. COME SKI WITH ME. By Stein Eriksen. With hun-

-

t:;,1:.

9◄61.

Ar,

-

t·

6. American Tour: MY COUNTRY U.S.A. By J . Biela wski,.
150 illus, many in Full .Color by t he nation's finest photoguphers. Picto ria l view o f present day America foe. readers
young and old. North, south, east, west- na'tura l a nd man•
made beauties w ith t ext that provides up to dale reference
material on geography, history, government, etc.
Only $2.98
Pub. at $5.95.

9935. JOURNEY INTO NIGHT.

~ -

•
guide, including 7 colo r pl~tes, cover1n9 all o f the ma1or
ki nds of North American nahve•m•~e art1fa<;ls- loo ls! weap• .
a ns pottery, basketry, boats, re gal ia , etc. w ith tec hnical dt•
.
tail; of m anufacture and lore about the usage ,from as far
F.
bick as pre-Coh:mbian ·times. I >/, ·x · 11 ¼, Pub. at . H5.00. ' ·
. J,
• • • " ".
.... . . ,
.8,•!,-;$1_~•!5. , :
1
93:ZO. DICTIONARY'OFC'Locits'. AND WATaAH:·
'8Gr- ·f\, ·
t on. Illus. with p hotos & drawing s. Every aspei:t of time-kee p•
P.
ing: ancient an.fl..~~tig.ue , churc~ clock s, dating & a uto'!'atil;, . "'·
chimers, chronomel~.r~ 1. ~t.c . Orig_. ~~b. at $~:9,~. O~f~~r._~

Col , l

S,.Clal Sl.DO

9421. RAILROADS OF THI! ILACIC HILLS. ly M. Fielder.
O ver 200 photos, ma ps, charts. Exc,iting history of tile railro ads' perilous p rogress, calamities and triumphs a nd t he
men who fou9ht for its s uccess. Pub. • t $ 1:Z.95. O•IY 53.ti

AN ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPED IA OF BRITISH POTTERY AND PORCELAIN . By G . A. Godden, F.R.S.A. More than
650 illus., 16 pages in Full Color. Lavish · enc'yclopedia p ie•.
tu ri ng more t han 1,000 marked s pecimens of t he period 1700
to 1900-from museums, private co llections and dealers, in•
eluding the work. of potters never before represented in •
book, with a ll basic informarion and glossary.
Orig. Pub. at $ 15.00.
New, complete ed. Only $5.95

·

2316, GEORGES IRA9UE: His G raphic Work. Text by Wer•
ner Hofm a nn, 174 reprod uctions, , large plates in full color,
10>/, x 12•1,. The development of Br•que's 1tyl e is shown in
a ll its c la rity a nd e legance in t his handsome volume. Pub. •t
$18, SO.
0.ly $10.,$

'501. New lllustratecl HISTORY OF WEAPONRY. By C. Canby,
Ove r 175 Illus., 35 in Full Colo r, Exciting presenta tion of the
history of military tactics, development of c1valry, umor,
artillery, navies, a ir forces, ~h• rise and fa l\ ?f e mpires. A vast,
exciting tableau of human invention,. amb1t1on, adventure and
achievement. Pub. at $5.95.
Only $2..H

UI0.

31157. HENRI ROUSSEAU. Text by Dora Vallier. 210 illus. ,
29 large plates in full color, 328 pgs. , 8'J'.i x. 12. Sumptuously

A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF MAGIC AND THE SUPER•
NATURAL. By M. Bessy. 1,000 Photos and Drawings in
wide-ranging history 9f mag ic and mysticism from pre-his,
to ric t ime, to present: ancient rituals, medicinemen, witches.
w erewolves, astro log y, love potions, sexual and fertility ritta,
·v oodoo, b lack masses, vampires, initiations, ere. Size 8½ ,c
11. O rig. Pub. at $9.95.
Only $4.95
9466. KNOTS & SPLICES. By P. W. Bl•ndford. 200 c:lur,
u sy t o follow illustrations. The whole range from basic to
fa ncy knot work, splicing, boating, angler••• ,limbar's, ate.

2 808.

A

9966, THE SEARCH FOR SPEED UNDER SAIL 170().1855.
By H. I. Chape lle. Il lus . with 36 photos & 136 dra wing s.
The art and design of American-built sailing vessels· from
Colonia l times to the high est development i>f t he clipper
sh ip s. The 132 accurate ly drawn plans are i"deal for the
c.onstruction of sca le models. Pub. at. $20.0.0; Only SS.95

9942. DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN MAXIMS, Comp iled by
O Kin. lntrod. by J . Donald Adams. A huge anthology of
uiterances from the pen or lips of great Americans-ideu
thet shaped our s ocia l, cultural and economic destinies. Over
600 pages. Orig. Pub. at $7.50.
Only $1.91

9420. NEWSPAPERING -IN THE OLD WEST: A Pfcferfal HI..
lory of Jeumolls111 GIid Printing .H tlte fl'Olltler. 0Hr 200
photos. St ory of the western p;inter from edit ion, printecl e11
wall pape~ to pist ol duels belwHn feuding edttwn,
Pub . at $12. 95.
.
O■IJ A.ti

8462. THREE Sf.AA CUISINE. By B. Von Marz. Intro. Wine
S11ggestions by B. Caravaggi & G, Robusti. Ed. by H. McCul•
l•f· l11us. wit h Dr.i wings. Unusua l, only book of lh kind, by•
t rue professional, containlng hundreds of recipes from ,many
countries, tailored to today's llvln9 , for cooks who ue s■r•
vant-len, p r essed for time, . limited by budgets •nd watchhll
of waistlines. Pub, ;it $4, 75.
O•ly $1.91

200 illus. The w hole sto ry of d iamonds from ancient India
lo tnodern times dramatica lly told and profusely illustrated.
The Koh-I-Noor, Ho pe, and other diamond legends to ld,
Processes of mining and cutting explained.
Pub. at S5.95,
Only $2.911

9007. THE GOLDEN AGE OF THE AMERICAN RACING

• In Words •nd Pictures. Compiled by H. J. Deverson. Over
100 striking photos plus drawings. Night Is For Pleasure,
Adventure, Star-Gazing, l oving, Dreams, Ghosts and Wi tches.
These are some of the heading, ' in this beautifully i llu, t rated
volume containing such w riters a s: Oylan Thoma,, Steinbeck,
W. S, Churchill, f . E. Cummings, Ian Fleming, many others.
Pub. at $12.50.
Only $3.95

ca n ed : H. W. Rickett. 11 20 superb pictures, ;,,anv in
Full Color. A huge reference work cove rs ent ire plant
~ingdom from a lgae to tree, t hroughout the world . 589
pages. Pub. at $10.00.
.
Only $4.95

9721. BOOK. OF DIAMONDS, THEIR HISTORY AND RO•
MANCE. By J. Dickinson, intro. by Harry Winston. Mo re than

CAR. By Griffith Borgeson. With 220 photos & drawin9s,
The complete story of the men, the machines, th• tracks,
the e ngineering, a nd the feats of th• great years b•tween
World Wars I & II when American racin9 cars achieved
classical perfection.Bx 11 ¼,Pub.at $12.50. Only $3.95

Pub. •t $25.00.

PLANTS AND

9480. OLD FORTS OF THE FAR WEST. By H. M. Ha rt.
Nearly 300 p hotos, Authentic phase of U.S. Military hhtory
in this fascinating account in picture and text of t he forts
from Civil War times to the end of the 19th c ent. with stirring a ction from t he Indian • nd Mexican wars. 8¼ x 10¾ .
Pub. •t $ ~2.95,
Only $3.95

9971. FLOWER DECORATION FOR THE TABLE. By V. Stevenson. 24 full-page photos in full color, Table, arrangements
for d ifferent seasons and occasions showin9 appropriate
settings of china, silverw·a re, glass, linen, etc. using fruits
and vegetabl es a s well as flowers with clear, beautiful illustrations in color. Pub. at $3.98.
Only $1,98

h~~a~

OF

•••ilv

. 8882.

976◄•

PICTORIAL ENCYCLOPEDIA

FLOWERS: By F. A . Novak. Ed. ·b y J. G. Barton Ameri-

37. GREAT GARDENS OF THE WESTERN WORLD. By Pater
113. THE CAPE COD YEARS OF JOHN FITZGERALD ·KEN•
Coat,. lnlrod. by Harold Nicho lson. Nearly 400 superb pie•
HEDY. By L. Damore. 60 Photos. Warmly enterta in ing c hro ntures of which 41 are in full color. 36 of the greateit 9ard•n•
ic le of Cape Cod, t he land, sea a nd its peo ple ; and the
of Europe and the U.S. are described and pict ured includ•
unique relationshi p o f the Ke nnody fa mily g athering t here
i n9 : Winterthur, Delaware ; ·Old West bury, L. I. ; Huntin9ton, . ·. t hrou9h l b• years. Pub. at ~6.95.
Only Sl ,91
Calif,; Charluton, S .C. ; Williamsburg, Va. Alhambra, ·Gra:
nada Versailles, Fr.nee; Nymphenbur9, Munich Chatsworth,
1251. COOKING WITH CURRY. By Floronce Brobeck. 178
Derbyshire, etc. 9J/, x (:ZJ/,. Pub. at ~22.95.
Only $9,95
fabulous curry recipes adapled lo the American table,
propared for any kind of_mea l. Pub. at $3.'il5.
. Only $1.49
'946. CLOCKS AND WATCHES. By E. Bruton. Over · 20Q
Photos, .« In Full Color. Superbly illustrated, comprehensive history of timepieces from earliest table clocks
through stately Grarfdfathers ind the jeweled watches of
yesterday and today, $9,95 value.
Only $3,H

T~rilling combat photos many from secret government files
show every plane used by all sides during W.W. 11, eve_ry
major engagement, many human interest photos, plus in-formative text. 8½ x 11 . Pub, at $7.50.
Only $3.95

Brobeck. Illus, 11 O small-quantity recipes for watermelon
p ickle, tomato garlic catsup, app le butler, spiced pear chips,
salad dressings, p iccalilli a nd o ther favorite relishe,, uuces,
spreads, etc. Orig, Pub. at $2.50.
Only $I.DO

9540.

TIVE. . Bv E. P. Alexa nder. Over 150 illus., 44 in full ·
color. H•ndsom• volume depicting the ma ny ways in
which the iron horse was. symbolized in ,cale models, on
c hina, lithographs, toys, miniatures, medals, stamps ,
desk sets, etc. S'f, x 11. Pub. at $15.00.
Only $4.95

994'. WAR IN THE AIR: Pictorial History of w:w. II Air
Fore" in Combat. By Mai. Gene Gurney. Over 1,250 Illus.

9651 . . OLD-TIME PICKLING AND SPICING RECIPES. By F.

MODERN PRIMITIVES: . MASTERS OF NAIVE PAINT•
ING. Text by Oto Bihalji, Merin. 182 illu strations, 28 large
plates in full color. 292 pages, 7'/ a ~ 9'/a, Pub. at $15.00.
Only $8.95

illus. by K. Tsngami. O ver I00 Full Color illus. Explains how
animal~ sleep, work, play, " talk" to each other. Reveals a
fascinati ng hidden world. Pub. at $3.75.
Only Sl,91

Pages in Full Color. Remarkably bHuliful volum• with
rich sampling of everything that ha, endeared Harper'•
Bataar to generations of readers-th• famous faces from
Bernhardt to Shrimpton: th& vani;iuard of design.rs including Chanel, Oior, Saint Laurent: stories by Muy
McCarthy Anita Loos, Colette, etc. 9¼ X 121/z.
Only SS.95
Pub. at $20.00.

illustrated volume with doc uments and 1ns1ghts by con_tem•
poraries o f the g reat " primitive"-one of the exc:e pt1ona l
personalities of French painting. Pub. at $25.00. Only $12.95

111.,

1. , GOLDEN IOOK OF ANIMAi. HABITS. By A. Finnl•yson;

By M. Contini. foreword by Count Emilio Pucci. 540 illustrations most in Full Color, Comprehensive histo ry of costume drothes accessories, and ornaments fro m t he dawn
of ci~iliiation' to the kooky and boutique clothes of today
with beautiful color reproductions from paint ings , d rawings,
statues man uscripts and engravings of the periods as well as
clothes: and acces sories ·now pre served in museums. 8½ lt
lfl/i. Pub. at $14.95.
Only $7.95

99'4. HARPER'S IAZAAR: 100 Years of the Amerlc1111
Female, Ed. by J. Trahey. Over 250 Photos & Illus. , 16 .

•

2303. BOOK OF SHEFFIELD PLATE. By Seymour B. W yler.
With over 100 la r9e p hotos of collectors' p ie ~••· The definit ive, comprehens,ve book on bot h ,Sh11ffie ld Plate and
Victorian Plate, wit h a utho rit at ive data a11d inar ks.
Pu b. at $4.00;
., '
Only $2.98
9467. PAINTING FOR ALL. By Mervyn' ' (~vy. With · B7
reprodul:lions, 13 in color. A complete g uide .for t he amateur
and stud.ant al rist. Pub. at $6. 75.
·
Only $3,95

9618.

ENGLISH DOMESTIC CLOCKS . . By H. C escin•
sky & '.M. R. W e bster. 400 Photos & l)rawings. Art and
history . o·f t he c lockmaker from t h_eory ,and design to
notable"' examples of long-ca se, b ra<:ke t, · mura l, cartel
and .ot,li.e ( typ es inc lud ing beautiful . ;SP•,cimens of !_he
cabinetmaker. This cl assic work was long out of print
a nd exlt emely rare, se lli ng at high p r emium p rice s
wlie~ available. New, comp lete ed.
. ~nly S7.95

'COLLECTING COPPER & BRASS. By G. Wills. 2Z
1>_h~'9s _Ii '1 drawings. Comp lete guide to collecting, propert ie s Ii ~ .a 11ufacture; brass, bronn, ormolu , pinchbact, b•R
a nd g ynmetal, etc. from a ll over the world with not es on
~•pairs 'and pr~ erv.tion. Pub. a t $4.00.
Only S1.4t

11433. AIRCRAFT, AIRCRAFT, AIRCRAFT. lly J. T•ylor. Over
200 black & white p hotos including many rare o nes & • ngr avings, 24. pages in full color. A fascinating picture history fro111
t he time of t he early balloonlsts t o tod•y's jets, helicopt ers,
space ,aj>sulu • nd every kind of aircraft. l 'lt I I I.

.

IMperi Special $2.ft

~523. CKl~ESE' IVORY SCULPTUIE. By Warr•n E. Cox. 75
illus. Full information o n technique, d esigns, color f.ctor1
~eri~ s and styles w ith comprehensive cliarts for quick ide0:
t,ll~ation. Oe luxe, large format editio n, 10¼ x 13½ .
Orig. Pub. 11 $ 10.00.
Only SS,tS '
9327. DIG FOR PIRATE TREASURE. By Robt. I. H•smitll.
Illus. w ith prints, drawin'jls, maps Ii photos of coins an4
fewels. Authentic information on buried •nd' sunh11 trHsure
which remain to be discovered. Tells about the _p_eople who
are findin 9 t reasure a nd t e ll s how to hunt for trHsure. ·
Orig. p ub. at $6.00.
New, complete -4, O.ay $1,ft
9641. A SHORT.DICTIONARY' OF FURNIJURI. l y J. 6loa9,
630 drawings & 1767 t e rms. Beautifully illus. complete re fe r•
-ence work on Englis h and Ameri,an fumiture from the 12th
· cent ury to t he pre sent: d esc:riptions, names I: terms bie1r••
. phies o f make n , t heir design,, early 1d,, etc. 5'5 p~ges.
Pub. a t $7 . 95. ·
011ly $3.,S
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Festival Students Chosen

Sea Essence

.~

.

David -'- reniches blanching ftrigertips imbricates sand- Individu_a l oral interpretations presented by · student
fleshed bones

· entries in the •sixth Annual
Po~tcy Festival will be give~
Friday from 10 a.m. until
noon in the University Center,
second.floor.
USF PARTICIPANTS inUseles_s .quill negates now-eyes ·Heri:netic wonder skin- elude Terry Beaver, Dan

paddle footed sun 'Childl:en je}Jy _splash .beyond him ac· •.
.
·
·
•
.
..
know~edge . one soaked feath~r -forced from browned
.waves

Bleich, Gilda Garfinkel and
Jeannie Lamka.
Beave.r will be doing a series of poems by Evegeny
Yevtushenko dealing with
Yevtushenko's conception of
the socialistic state. The selection inclu_des the poem
" Babiy Yar," a comment

against anticsemitism·, and
other poems concerning such
concepts as physical murder
vs. spiritual murder in a socialistic state, and childhood
innocence vs. the harshness of
a socialistic state.
BLEICH WILL PRESENT a

poem called " A Flat One" by

,..

.

W. D. Snodgrass. In this
work, an old man dies and his
keeper described the relief he
feels at not having to clean up
after the old man.
Two poems by Kenneth
Patcher will be Gilda Gar.finkel's cm1tribution. "A Plat
Of Steaming Jitish," involving

a woman speaking to her past
husband, wiU be the first;
" The Lute 1n The Attic" will
be the second.
Jeanie Lamka -will talk
about love and · loss through
the sonnets of Edna St. Vincent Millay.

hauls foward releasing,his ·own limbs
-Genie Nable

COifee ·Houses
GENIE

:'·;·Man Hunt and Genie
·N able will be participating student poets in
the Poety Festival.
Their works were
selected . from a n.umber of applicates by
three· professors of the
Ehglish Department.
Honorable mentions
·were awarded to Michael Kaplin, graduate
assistant i n speech:
Eric ·Laker, 2CBS, John
C~lderazzo, 4 EN G
.Jack Lewis, graduat.e
student; and Thom-Wil~
k~rson,

Oraf lnterpretators

'

2CBS.

USF's entries in the Sixth An•
nual Poetry Festival are, from
left to right, Jeannie La.~
Dan Bleich, Gilda Garfinkel and
Terry Beaver. The four will be
reading their selections from·- 10
a..m. until noon Friday in the
University Center, second floor.

George Randoiph!s ' ~Child "The Idyll of Miss Sarah
Of the Sea" will be presented Brown" and "Butch Minds
agafn · tqday at 2·;i.n ' the Engl.- . the Baby." The casts include
neeri11g Auqitorhun. . · . .
.
. Russell Fr:edrickson; Warren
The . production was· writt_e n . $choenthaler, Ken Weliever,
. and directed by Randolph ,for . David ,Dial, ~eggy Chandler,
his senior project and is a se- Philip- Runnels, Chris Geiselries o"t ·dreams the originator ·rhen and Cary Shookoff.
has had. ·
.
Music and slides add ,to the
script while actors and ac-tresses r e 1· a t e Randolph's
dreams to -the audience.
· There is no "general plot or
theme to be discov,e red ; Randolph stated that the d,reams .
carry no syml)Olic meaning; .,. ·
* -. -! *
Kay Kelly: as~istant profes~
sor, is directing the next C9f-·,
fee I:Iinise. for th.e Speech. _De~
partm_ent. It · goes· up next
Wednesday at 2 p:m. in the
Engin~rfug Auditorium.
Title you · ask? Two short
· stories by Damon -R_unyon:

'Paradise Lost' Found

0

TRY SOMETHING NEW
Meet A Date Scientifically Selecte4 Just For-You,Thr0vth'- ·

INTRODUCTIONS U-NLIMITED,.
INC. ..
.

Hunter, Robbenolt, Schn.e ider Plan Show

424 S. Mac Dilf Ave_n ue .
Tampa, Florida
872-0949

Call today and meet people you·shouid have been ·
Dating yesterday. Make your weekends "Swinging
·
· -Ones."
Special Students Program and Rates. ·
Remember "We. Care About You"

By MARY McKEY
Sta.ff Writer
Satan as portrayed by a
minister - Rev. Roger Robbenolt - is just one of the
sidelights of "Paradise Lost"
be presented by the Speech
· Department Thursday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. in the
theatre.
"Fantastic, especially for
-me," is the way Robbenolt describes his part.

to

European Airfare -

$280

Nassau to Luxembourg •.•.•• -~•.• •
Champagne .Flight ..:.. Summe~ ~xcu_r~ion
.. .

•

Bowen Travel s·ervice -

AN

s~s
•

361, Henderson Blvd• .·
Plion~ -~l7'!5 71,6

...

SATAN AS CREATED BY
~obbenolt is " a very human
figure . . . like unto ourselves. He is torn by doubts,
fears and the need for. ·revenge right up to the point bf
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Tampa,
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offering Eve the apple."
Robbenolt's congregation at
The First United Church feel
his involvement is "great," he
says.
"These people are very concerned ,vith the relationship
of Christian faith to culture
and the arts."

THE SPEECH depart~
ment is presenting "Paradise Lost" as a "form of literature that bridges the arts of
Chamber and Readers' Theatre," explained Dr. R. J.
Schneider, director.
"THE LYRICAL imagery
and the iambic pentameter

After 10 Years~--

Rich Wrings Mary
By BOB JEROME
Correspomlent
Has it really been ten yei).rs
sjnce Richard Bl,!rton, as Br itain's "angriest young man,"
put Mary Ure through the
emotional wringer in John Osborne's "Look B a c k in
Anger?"
Miss Ure, too seldom seen
on the screen since those .
days, is .reunited with aurton
in. '.'Where Eagles Dare,'' a
World War II espionageand-escape epic rich in derring-do and demolition. Joining'. them in this . comic book
fiction is Clint Eastwood, who ·
has receptly notched. his. guns
and: upped· his price since winnit1g· fame. in lt:plian-mad~
westerns. Toge_ther they make
a good team - beauty, brains
an·d brute force. .
.
Purists will miss the absence of -Otto Preminger, who
could have fingered a mean
monocle as the commandant
of , the (almost) impenetrable
fortress to be stormed and destroyed by the Allied-· commandos while rescuing. a captured American officer.

"Don't call

'em

tatoos,"

Rod Ste_iger snarls at Robert
Drivas. "They're skin illustrations! "
IN ANY CASE, Steiger
is decked out, from shoulder
to heel, in tatoo-like pictures
which have the power to come
alive and tell stories in a disappointingly flat screen version of Ray Bradbury's "The
Illustrated Man."
Drivas, as the young drifter
who meets this odd-looking
hobo on the road, watches in
mute fascination as three
futuristic tales come to life.
The first presents Steiger and
Claire Bloom · as permissive
parents trapped in a special
" environmental!'
pla~oom
designed to . let their children
work off ftleir unhealthy
aggessions.

THE SECOND segment,
a c c e n t e ci by presenta~
ble special £.'fleets, f i n d s
Steiger and three ·crewmen
from a disabled spaceship .
marooned on a planet plagued
by perpetual rain. A little suspense is generated as this
quarrelsome quartet searches
BUT ANTON D i f f r i n g for the "sun dome" which will
serves well e n o u g h as save them, but the third epi·the· stiff-backed German colo- sode runs downhill as Steiger
nel, a nd ·Derren Nesl;)itt is the · arid Miss Bloom, once again
perfect picture of a blond Ge- troubled . parents, face the
stapo beast.
·
probable end of the world.
The screenplay by Alistar
Something of the nightmare
MacLean lacks the do-or-die quality ,vhich is inherent in
rip of .his celebrated book, portions of the Bradbury book
" The Guns ·of Nayarone," and is suggested by the flashbacks
in the_ ,suspense department , where Steiger is drawn into
even · (•ice: . Station .Zebra" the dark web spun by a myswoµld · have the edge over tery woman ·(the ha unting
"Where '. Eagles . Oare!' Yet, Miss Bloom) wh·ose specialty
once . th~ viewer accepts Bi,r- is " skin illustrations." Unforton and: Eastwood -as · super- ·tunately, past, present and fumen capable .of dangling from ture are awkwardly fused tocable cars• and scaling sheer gether . by screenwr iter Howwalls; there is a measure of ard B. .Kieit~ek, ? n~ direc tor
free-wheeling fun in their pro- J ack. Smight bas ~ oy,ed .both
gressive!y outlandish deeds.
Steiger and : Drivas to dot
AT· ONE POINT B u r t o n practically every "i" in· the
is sh~t . in the hand and script.
bleeds real reel blood: Are the
Steiger's recent .emphasis .
moviemakers trying to tell us on ham-fisted acting (vide
something about the cruel "The Sergeant" ) suggests
realities of war? No such moviegoers may have seen the
luck.
last of the distinctive actor
According to director Brian whose persuasive perforG. Hutton, "The only reason mances ranged from the behe got a scratch was because numbed "Pawnbroker" to the
his stunt man double injured sweaty seducer in "Time of
his hand shooting the cable Indifference" to the selfcar scenes, so ,1ve had to find effacing Abelard who wooed
an injury .for Richard to Miss Bloom's Heloise in tne
match. Otherwise, .he would distinguished E-TV produchave come out unscathed."
tion. He will be missed.
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suggest dance as an appropri.ate theatrical metaphor. Yet
the rhetorical address and the
direct confrontation with the
narrative imply a more
presentational attack in a
theatre performance. 'Para•
dise Lost,' as we have
adapted and explored it, is an
attempt to integrate these two
forms in a theatre piece."
The exquisite Garden of
Eden is shaken by a physical
echo of Hell when Adam and
Eve eat of the apple.
The first half of the production actually creates Hell
Pandemonium, the capital of
Hell.
THE AUDIENCE is the
council of devils with all
the sounds, sights and devils
surrounding them.
The atmosphere was well
described by Milton:
"Earth felt the wound and
nature, ·from her seat sighing
through all her works, gave
sighs of woe that all was
lost."
TIDS CO.MBINATION of
Chamber and R e ad er s
Theatre will "hopefully preserve the rich and elevated
style of Milton's rhetoric and
a visual metaphor of his imagery," Schneider said.
The cast incl\ldes: Dave
Hunter as The Blind Bard,
Walt Jones as Beelzebub,
Jo~y Argenio as Moloch,
George Randolph as Belia!,
Dr. M. E. · Scheib as both God
and Mammon, John Hatcher
as Adam, Claudia Juergensen
as E ve, Gene Burkett as Michael, and Jim Noble, Bob
Marbler and John Williams as
Devils.
All choreography is by
Sharon Conger Skye. The
dance of Adam and Eve will
be performed by Rick Moncrief and Wendy Wright.
Dancers also inclucte Dolly
Coit, Illaria Midulla and Steve
Coquet.

It's
Coming

April 30

TELEVISION 16
WEDNESDAY-April 16
8:00 David Sunkincf'
8:30 David Susskind
9:00 David Susskind
9:30 David Susskind

6:4S Accent on Learning
7:00 News
7 :10 Places in the News
7:30 -Literature of En!lland
(Sunrise. Semester)

THURSDAY-April 17
6:45 Accent on Learning
'
7:00 News
7:30 Places in the News ·' •
7:30 Contemporary French Literature
(Sunrise Semester)

8:00 Seminar For Physlci ■ ns • •

8:30 Your Right '{o Say It

9:00 TBA
9:30 World in Focus

FRIDAY-April 18 ·
6:4S
7:00
7:0S
7:30

Accent on Learning
News
Friday Report
literature of England
(Sunrise Semester)
8:00 Contemporary French literature
(Sunrise Semester)

8:30 Bi¥ Picture
9:00 Skirt the Issue
9:30 Quest
~

Repeated from Monday

* * Repeated from Tuesday

MONDAY-APRIL 21
S:00-5:SO Engineering
Control Systems
(College Credit)
6 :45 Accent on Learning
7:00 News
7:05 Sports Roundtable

7:30 Literature of England
(Sunrise Semester) ·
8:00 David Susskind
8:30 David Susskind
9:00 David Susskind
9:30 David Sunkind

TUESDAY-April 22
6:45
7:00
7:10
7:30

Accent on Learning
News
Potpourri
Contemporary French
literature (Sunrise
Semester)

8:00 Insight Drama
8 :30 Jim Fair
9i00 US Navy
9:30 Seminor For PhysiciaH

NOTE: WUSF-TV goes off the oir ogain after tht 5:00-5:50 Engineering count and begins ils r11ular evening programs with Accent on Learning al 6:45. .

Radio FM 89.7
WEDNESDAY-April 16
2:4S Accent on Service
2:55 News
3:00 Music of Great Compose rs
4:00 Question Ma r k
4:05 Accent on Contemporary
4:5S News
5:00 Accent on Melody
S:45 Pulsebeat News
6 :00 Accent an Service

6":30 Jazz Night
6:55 News
7:00 Jan Night
7:30 The Real Jan
8:30 Jazz Night
8:55 News
9:00 .Jazz Night
9:S5 News

THURSDAY-April 17
2:4S Accent. on Service
2:55 News
3:00 Mus ic of Great Composers
4:00 NASA Reports
4:0S Accent on Contemporary
4:55 News
S:00 Accent on Melody
5:45 Pulsebeat News
6:00 Accent on Service

6:30 Sports Roundta•le
6 :SS News
7:00 Georgetown Forum
7 :30 Readers' Almanac
7:S5 News
8:00 Present in Perspective
8:30 Seeds of Discontent
9 :00 Quest
9:30 Circumstance of Science

FRIDAY-April 18
2:45
2:55
3:00
4:00
4:05
4 :SS
5:00
S :45

Acc ent on Service
News
John Dildine and Folk Music
Question Mark
Accent on Contemporary
News
Accent on Melody
Pul sebeat News

6:00 Catharsis
6:30 Ask the Prof
7:00 World of the ltockhound
7:30 first Human· Heart Transplant
8 :00 Canadian Short Stories
8:30 Aspects of Canada
9 :00 Radio Theatre
9:SS News

MONDAY-April 21
2:45 Ac cent on Service
2:55 News
3:00 Musi c af Great Composers
4 :00 Qu estion Ma rk ·
4:05 Accent on Contem porary
4 :55 News
S:00 Accent on Me lody

5:45 Pulse•eat .News
6:00 Accent on Service
6:30 Bluegrass Unlimited
7:00 ·Ernest Block: The Man and
. His Music
8:00 Music From Rochester
9:30 Twentieth Century Piano

TUESDAY-April 22
2:45 Accent on Service
2:55 Ne ws
3:00 Music of Great Composers
4:00 State Department Reports
4:05 Accent an Contempor ar y
·4:55 News
,
5:00 Accent on Melody
S:45 Pulsebeat News
6:00 Accent on Service
6:30 Paris Star Time

6:45
6 :50
7:00
7:5S
8 :00
8:30
9:00
9:30
9:55

Paris Calling
Re served For You
Broadway to Hollywood
News
Danc ing Decade
Sandland
New Zealand Swings
Candlelight
News

ons~ of
Giant Hamburger (6 oz .) •.• 50
Fried Fish Filet ..... :. ......... 45
Ham & Swiss Cheese ......... 50
Roast Beef ....................... . 65 ·
Kosher Corned Beef ........ ~75

l. 1012" FLORID.A AVE. •

Sliced Turkey ................ : . •60
Large Submarine ._, ......'••• · .65
lta'lian Sausage .........,..... .6_5
Big St. John ................... .S.5
Baked Ham .. ................... ~
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TAMM, FLORIDA

Roast Park ...... ............... .65
Kosher Pastrami ............. .55
Sl iced Chicken . .......... .... .60
Tampa's Be~t Cuban Mixed.55
BOXES
½ Fried Chicken ...................... 1.00
Fried Jumbo Shrimp ................ .I.OD
Italian Spaghetti w ith Mut Sauce.. so, & 1s,
Bar B•Q Chicken ........................ LOO

'

